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Special Editors

As a legitimate. substantive area of professional
mttrest.' "teaching anthropology- is both new and
marg,nal. Ahhough teaching anthropology has been an
interest of seve..-al individuals. such as Solon Kimball
(who 'ras been publishing material for over a, decade:

1960. 1965, ) 968. 1971) and Mandel Num (1963). t he

systematic study of curricula, programs. students, and

instructors. and the application of this knowledge to the

development of new curricula and programs. has a
formal history which t--,:gan only with the movement to
form the Council on Anthropology and Education. Even

Within the CAE. this area has been overshadowed by

more traditional interests of anthropologists ethnog-
raphy. linguistics, and culture and personality.

There are few studies of stUdents and teachers which
concern themselves with anthropology curricula or pro-
grams (for example. Kimball. op. cit.: Baty. 1972).

Published surveys of the field (Wax et al.. 1971:

Spindler. 1963) rarely0clude sections on anthropology
curricula. Exceptions are lanni and Storey's Cultural
Relerance and Edunitional I,vsiies (1973) and Spindler's

new Ediwittion and Cultural Pmeess (1974). Even when

there are large curriculum research and development
efforts such as the Report of the Anthropology Curricu-

lwn Study Project (1972) or Training Programs pr New
Opportunities in Applied Anthropology (Le;:cock et al..
1974). these are not widely distributed and often are not
even listed in major bibliographies (for example.
Burnett. 1974).1 Even with the efforts of . I lerzog and,

D. Moore to provide a recognized forum for presenting
curricuktr material in the CAE Quarterly ("Singara" and

Teaching Anthropology at the College Level), and the
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institution of a Teaching Anthropology section in the

Quarterly's ...Recent colunin (V:1). one
must suspect that this substantive area is still maiginal.

even within the CAL.
In contrast, our allied discipline, sociology, has a !mitt

history of recorizing the study of its teaching and

curricula as a legitimate Substantive area of professional'
interest. This is dearly demonstrated by the contents of
The Aincriryin Sociologist:the founding in 1974 of the
journal Teaching Siwiology (by Russell Sage, not the

ASA): the journal Gannumity College Social Science
Quarterly (published by the Community College Social
Science Assn.). concerned with sociology curricula
developments in junior colleges: the beginning of the
ASA's second .major evaluation of post-secondary
sociology. education, "An Assessment. Articulation and
Experimentation in Undergraduate Sociology in the

United States.- under the direction of Hans 0.
Mauksch:2 and. finally, the creation of a new section of
the ASA. "Undergraduate Education." in 1973,3

In addition to its marginal status, the people who are
interested and working in the .area of teaching anthro-
pology are scattered throughout various levels of educa-:
t tonal institutions, professions, and professional
associations. This means that conmiunication is almost
impOssible. and when it does occui, it lacks a structure
tot incaningful exchange: consequently. it often results
in morc.misunderstaudings than understandings.

Therefore, as editors of this special issue, we have
chosen to introduce the reSder to the broad spe:..:toin of
teaching anthropology. Furthermore. we have chosen to
do this not through surveys of the past or by editorializ-

2
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hut thomgh reports by people engaged in developing

new curricula frit "classioom:." iange how
secondat schools to newspapeis. It is our hope that, hy

showily the readei the wide range of activities and
problems which exist in teaching ;inthropoliTy. we.can
stimulate interest in fintlici reseal ch. development. and

publication Pei haps we can even begin to catch up with.

;;ociolog,.
The ports presented in this issue have been

.organi/;- pir areas which represent. in part. the

scope o. .ficiests of those engaged in teaclfing

rinthropolog Ihe section contains papers by

Nlichacl Freer and lice 'Fro«p. lloth papers emphasrie

the teaching or anthropology as ;In actMty. reer. and

Troup employ the processes and methods of anthro-

pology to teach inquity skills in areas specially chosen

for' their relevance to high school students. Next. Fred

Johnson. Anthony Layng. ;md Alanson Van Fleet

discuss the application of anthropology in three vety
different inidergraduate programs. The three papers rne

concept oriented but. nevertheless. illustrate continua-

tbm of the main concern deVeloped in the preceding

papers all nye papers gypple with the problems of

teaclnng anthropology 'in i way that connect!, it to the

existing intellectual life of students and cotr.ributes to

..the growth of students' ability to handle the social
complexity surroundMg them. None ii these articles

treats anthropology ;Is a content-oriented subject list.

The nexl two papers. hy Fw,tqr and by Mattson and
Abslfire-Walker. de:0 'with conummity college anthro-

pology. Foster pi ,Oses a structural solution to the
roblems of teaching a traditional introductory course.

Mattson and .Thshire-Walker teport on a workshop that

dealt with C-fa muchmeglected concern the professional

Notes

growth r`f anthropolop instructors in elenh.a-inty.

secondaiv. and community sit (Lit ii,11;.

rum:Ili section consists of one paper that-dcrinc the

terrchine of anthropology Ver bi ully In it. MAI tin

Topper discusses svay to llSe niass 1110.11:1 ti utiotal the

public about anthropology. Untortunately. one maim

:ilea is not included in oui survey there is no report on

clemen tat y school progkuns.
Taken as a whole_ these papers seem to us to he

representative of much that is currently happening in the

field of tcaching ;mthropology. The Inghly conceptual.
inquiry-oii,mted approach of the first six papers suggests
that anthropolcgy has gotten ovv a lair,c hump. WC Ho

lottp:1 !iced retleh antInopology- as a iitual i ru o(es-

sional identification Wobbert. 1972) in s\ Inch student,

have to learn to command the vocabulary and content of
the field. Rather. contemporary approaches ;ire more
Immanistic. Students are taught .to conceive of human

beings as natural objects. Social life is pictuied aS the

condition and problem of /Tomo sapirlry and sthdents

learn that a better understanding r)f our human cornii-

tion can he gained through 'understanding differing ways

of living. Students are taught, too, that sonic personal

fulfillment may be gained throuldi use of reason :md the
scientific method to investigate our common. lot. The
two final papers also share the humanistic appolach but

with different emphases. The seventh papem . while coll-

et ed ilimarily with transmitting anthropologicpl

content; aml C.rrwarding professionalism. recogni/es that

the pr(it..,ssionals being trained have a humant .ic con-
.;

cOrll. 'he final paper concludes (though .1101 11.1 theSe

Wol kis) that Nlargm et Mead's humanistic involveinent
with and use ot the results of her rese;:i ch have made het

the prominient repiesentative it out' fielri to the public.

. This remark is is no way intended to denigrate the

very significant work done by iacquetta Burnett in

assembling and publishing this bibliography; it will be. a
Major piece of work in the field for years to conic.
However, this does not change the fact that books.
articles, and papers by reputable anthropologists were

systematically excluded not because they discussed

teaching but because they discussed teaching anthro-

pology instead of -English or Spanish or some other

topic.
2. The first evaluation was the "Sibley Report

I:Via-Wiwi Sociologists'in the United States, E. Sibley,

1963.
3. This section is in addition to the "Sociology of

Education" seetion of the ASA; it is not a sub-section.

3
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ANTHROPOLOGY AT LINCOLN-SUDBURY REGIONAL HIGH SCHOOL

Michael Feer

With the support of, my school and departmental
ad min ist rotors, a one-semester gneral anthropology
contse "Was first offered at Lincoln-Sudbury in spring
1972. The course was designed primarily for interested
juniors and seniims: however, given the' increasing
interest in the social sciences. the course also served as a
lest case for instituting more programs of such a nature
at the school. In the past four yeais, Lincoln-Sudbury's
anthropology curriculum has grown to encompass some
six sub-field courses in anthropology and a number of
related courses, appealing to all student levels from
highly motivated freshmen to seniors.

Rationale
Anthropology as a body of knowledge is esoteric

enough that at the high school level consideration of
much conceptual and even comparative material often
leaves the student confused and lost.

It will be the contention of this essay that the essential
reasons for the expansion and longevity of the anthro-
pology offerings at this high sclr .01 are due to the
institution of practices which make nossible the involve-
ment of students in "doing" real anthropo,ogy. Other
considerations- -the trend toward soCial sciences, fads,
and the wiles of the individual teacher arc also

important in starting a successful program but longevity
requires a coherent base or ap"Koach which provides
transferability arid reality. The approach adopted here is
one of making students "do- anthropology using

methods appropriate to the particular course content.

The rest of this essay, will .describe the techniques
used when having students "do" anthropology in a way'
that serves to teach them the field and "interests the

kid."

Cultuml Anthropology
Young students I 5-I 6 yeats old have great dif-

ficulty in generalizing expe-iences from their individual
lives to that of other cultures and thereby creating a
-frame of reference .for cross-cultural ma,erial. This

difficulty is cOmpounded in the Culture coutse because
of the necessity of explaining, comparatively, exotic

social systems. To achieve one goal of the culture

course demonstrate that what is alien is not so different

or difficult Lincoln-Sudbury students are required to
analyze very familiar things front varying perspectives.
For example, the students will observe their classes using

an economic interchange model and then, using this

novel but limited context, the sti,,L!nts attempt to
interpret thc class' behavior. This forces the students to
engage in the following activities achieve some distance

in study, experience the commonplace in a different

Way, learn a bit of methodology, begin questioning
social experience, and, perhaps most important, having

detnonstrated to them that the exotic may he more
familiar than they think.

Students in the Culture course are also required to
produce a .film, highlightirig some small aspect of their
own culture. This takes advantage of rheir involvement
with television and film. The major problem with this, as



with the class study, is that the students obje t to the
process, saying they cannot think of anything unusual to
put on film. This objection, however, leads to argu-
ments, which further lead to enhanced personal involve-

ment in the assignment, and, it is hoped, to enlighten-
ment about the need for the task. Because previously

produced student films, professional ethnographic filMs,

and new student films are viewel7the need for justifica-

tion is partially obviated. Much discussion has arisen

about the film assignment, and much has been learned,

both personally and anthropologically, from the films

they view, which cover subjects ranging from studies of
single institutions, greeting pattstrns, high school court-

ship changes, smoking behavils, funeral homes, kinder-

gartens, and home, for the elderly, to comparisons of
different institutions, such as public and private schools

and urban and rural schools.

Archaeology
Offerings in archaeology have proved to be among the

most popular of the anthropology courses. Doing

archaeology is a ticklish, affair using untrained people,

for the risk of loss is high, and scheduling students to
work outdoors is nigh unto impossible. A dig was
attempted as part of a general anthropology course but,
although the dig did disclose some significant material,
very few students could attend because of other coin-
mitments. At present, two offerings exist in archaeology.
The. first coutst, pre-requisite to the second, is a survey
course covering lower palaeolithic to chalcolithic periods
in a fairly traditional way. The second course is on field

method; this involves the students in skeletal identifica-
tion (animal forms likely to be discovered at a site),

tree-coring and tree-ring dating, pollen analysis, and

excavation.
Students are encouraged :o bring in any bones they:

find and begin to study not only identification but what
inferehces can be drawn from the presence of l'..ertain
life-forms at a site at a given time. Students take the tree
cores and interpret them, and they visit swamps and
bogs near the school to study pollen records. For our dig

site, a fairly recent foundation was selected and various
procedures were used to excavate, map, and interpret
the findings. A summer excavation has been organized,
with student and community persons, as part of the
school's bicentennial activities.

Physical Anthropology
The course in human biology has provided the

channel for introducing some of the most satisfying
ways of actually doing anthropology. In addition to the
labs, the whole class decides on a research pkoject. Once

a topic is selected, all the class' attention is devoted to
creating a proper protocol and producing the necessary
materials. When the time to do the experiment has been
reached, class periods are set aside for gathering data,

using the entire school population as the sample. Class
meetings as such may be suspended for two weeks until

all data are obtained. Upon completing the data gathei-
ing. the class again gathers to collate and interpret the

data. Two examples of what has been done are presented
below.

One class decided to study the cephalic index in
relation to ethnic derivation. The students constructed
calipers, appropriate forms, and a research design. They
then fanned out to a number of stationcsr around the
school and stopped all passers-by for measurement.,The
final data were fed into the school's computer, rd.ults
were analyzed, and lessons were learned. The result of
this has been, to say the least, satisfactory and, I feel,
equal to some professional studies.

Another class had a project on skin color. In this
class, activity was adjo-urned .to the art rooms to prepare
color scales. Then the students went out to obtain
subjects and record the relevant data. Although they
didn't have sophisticated hardware, the result of this
study compares favorably to a paper presented by a
senior scientist at a professional meeting.

School Ethnography
At the direet instigation of the school superintendent,

a course on analysis of the school's socio-cultural milieu

was established. The superintendent's action was

prompted by information obtained from a project of
students in the cultural anthropology course. This
material was used by a number of people who were
involved in a controversy about vandalism at the school.
Using the project data, .the superintendent strongly
suggested creating a course to study social problems of
the school, which would, provide the school community
with information from which solutions to the problems
could be devised.

The course b(!gati hy emphasizing basic methods of.
information-gathering and fieldworkhow to set up
questionnaires and distribute them, what questions to
ask, hoW: to conduct an interview, notetaking, and
participant-observation. The entire course is based on
project work, with individuals or very 'small groups
working on a Well-circurnscribed problems. Some F.udy
areas have`been the mapping of social groupings, smok-
i:mg zlreas, the School's library, and other topics of unique
concern to Lincon-Sudbury Regional High School.

At the end,of the first semester, the class was divided
into two groups, each'group going to a different high
school for a week to provide a comparative study of
another cultural group. This week was successful beyond
expectation-- the administrators of the host schools
exopressed great enthusiasm for the project. Student
participants were enthusiastic at the end, even though
some went through classic isolation phases in a strange
element at first. Much material gleaned from that week



has been used by administrators in studies ;Ind policy
discussnms.

The class also attempts to deal with .real social

problems in cooperation with other school agencies. As
an example, a portion of one study dealt with a corridor
which was little-used, though conditions had altered in
the school and this corridor might become more used in
the future. The question presented to the class was
whether it would he worthwhile re-designing and re-
decorating, the corridor: and, by. wbom and for what
reason the corridor might or might not be used. The
problems were rem and involved many important social
considerations.

. Once results have been gathered and a project
completed. the results are published in the school news-
paper to he slmed with the entire community and to let
people know such information is availkle.

Other Related Courses
Beyond the strictly anthropology courses offered at

the school, I also teach a number of other courses which
feat tire anthropological theory and practice. Of note is a
course entitled Three Rivers which deals with the human
ecology, the archaeology, .and the history of the Con-
cord, Sudbury, and Assaher Rivers. The course is eight
weeks long and involves all studentsin canoeing on the
rivers; thus, they personally experience th,: history and
human impact of the rivers. Also, geOgraphy will he
re-instituted as a coorse in thecoming year and will
involve social anu cultural topics.

I have also been teaching a section of third-year
students in a unified science program. Topics in this
program have been selecteil for their social relevance and
their moral, ethical, legal, and political considerations.
These areas of study have hcen centered on concerns
.such as cancer, the brain, behavior and behavior modifi-
cation, and manipulation of evolution; these are highly
visible and provocative concerns of prime anthro-

pological interest and should he studied realistically.
Cancer had an entire semester devoted to it; we not only
'focused on basic biology and chemistry but on world-
wide epidemiology, etiology, treatments, and concerns
of the terminal patient and family as well. The entire
cancer committee of a local hospital participated by.
presenting lectures and holding discussions with the
class,

Caveats aad_Limitations
Given the number. of courses mentioned above

considerable for a public high schooland the methods
used to teach them. there are a number of crucial points
of tension and frustratnni which must he "held Out
clearly identified, and dealt with before and during such

offerings. First, and most basic, is the age and maturity
of the students involved in such programs. As I have

pointed out. I find that high school students have
inordinate difficulty in pressing beyond consider. on or
the un iediate and concrete. Yet theory. abs
and imparison are the bases of anthropological
t iought. f cannot claim here that this matter has hcen
resolved; I do feel, however, that sonic of the methods
used in teaching do Itssen the problem somewhat. at
IciiA to i/ic extent that the classes are being offered and
have established a legitimate durability.

The problems of such courses are most dearly
typified in the school ethnography ccourse, where

studCnts are not only asked to be students but
informants and ethnographeis; too. The students are
embedded in the social Culture. they are expected to
analyie; establishing controls and objectivity is excruci-
atingly difficult and tenuous. Some results of the course
have been most gratifying while other have only
frustrated the teacher and the 'students. A course on
school ethnography is not to be instituted lightly and
without a great -deal-of forethought.

Another limiting factor is the fact 'that all the

programs described in this paper are taught by one
teacher. The school has been most owperative but a
very real fear of theirs-is 'that is that if the teacher leaves.
so does the program.

At Lincoln-Sudbury..., budget has not been a great
problem. As a matter of fact, several college teachers
have expressed ,envy of the collections obtained hy the
school. Yet 'a solid progiam of anthropology offefings
must involve I suitable budgetary output and commit-
ment by the administration.

Scheduling new programs into the overall curriculum
is difficult if flexible and !nodular scheduling do not
exist: Fortunately, these procedures are used at Lincoln-
Sudbury Regional !high School.

I frequently tend to doubt the value of teaching
anthropology in high school because of the nature of
high school students. I-however, sothe of my students
who went on to major in anthropolog, as well as other
subjects., have given me enough positive feedback. to feel
that the program is justified.

Conclusion
Although the bUlk of' course material and straten in

the anthropology curriculum at Lincoln-Sudbury is

fai4 traditional, a great and increasing effort is being
put into devising ss.hemeS which promote the "doing: of
anthropology. For me, this rather open-ended and more
precarious approach is the most satisfying.

Pf utmost importance is the consideration that, in
implementing such approaches as described in this paper,

it is the commitment of the teacher and of the
7administration to the length and breadth of offerings

that make such Mwel schemes plausible.



AN THROPOLOGY-A TEACHING PERSPFCTIVE

Alice 'Troup
University of Pittsburgh

The perspective this paper represents is that of au-
experienced teacher of hich school anthropology. Within

the context of the public school system, teaching is

regarded as a full-time, speciali4ed. professional occupa-

thm. It is neither a part-time concern nor a subsidiary

occupational activity. The prolessionalited role of the
teacher ideally carries with it two expectations first.

that one is- competent in regard to a discipline content .

area: and second, that one is a specialist in the transmis-

sion a such content. Professionalized teachers, then.
unlike other people who instruct, carry a transmission

specialist identity that is, they have a formalized aware-

ness of teacher/learner processes. and their practitioner

skills are conscious and studied rather than purely
experiential and idiosyncratic.

A teacher as a transmission specialist is concerned

with learner-oriented teaching- that is, the rules which

are used to govern decisions about content. method, and

approach are learner-oriented. Course design, for

example, is nut constrained by the structural demands of

the anthropology discipline to "survey the field" or to

focus on topical problems of scholarly research interest.

Instead, decisions about content, method, and approach

are made in relation to situational criteria. Such criteria
involve 'considerations such as the kinds of materials
suitable for students, the kinds of anthropological con-

cepts and methods which would best assist students in
understanding relationship patterns, and the kinds of
teaching techniques which would most effectively lead

to successful communication.
A curriculum segment designed for a high school level

introductory anthropology course which illustrates the
application of the above criteria will now be described.
The concept focus of the segment is that a culture

.

change. The content used to develop the concept con-

sists of two sets of spelling hook drill sentences, one

from 1857 and the other from 1965. The meth-
odological skills involved arc those of observation,

classification, comparison, concept clarificat;on, and

pfbblem, statement. The teaching approach emphasizes
participatory lenning, and the student materials are data

handout sheets..`jample data sheets appear below.

Data,Sheet One

Spelling Book Drill Sentences, 1857

1. We love just and wise men.
2. I love the young lady that shows me how to read.

3. The holy Bible is the book of God.

4. Strong drink will debase a man.

5 Good men obey the ws of God.

6. Wise men employ their time in doing gotid to .all

around them.
7. Beggars will beg rather than work.
S. A judge.ruust not he a had man.
9. A wise man will rise with the sun, or before it.

10. You can not teach a deaf and dumb boy to.speak.

11. History is an account of past events. A great p.art of

history is an account of men's crimes and wicked-

neks.
12. The fanner cats his dinner at noon.
13. I like to see men reap grain.
14. God made the ear and he can hear.

15. Vain persons are fond of the allurements of dress.

16. Men devoted to mere amusement misemploy their

time.
17. The Indians traffic with our people and give furs for

blankets.
I S. Potatoes and turnips are common culinary roots

used in our kitchens.
19. There is a .near intiMaCy between drunkeness,

poverty-and ruin.
20. Savage nations inhabit huts and wigwams.

21, Labor makes us strong and healthy.
22.. 'flie farmer hatchcls flax; sells corn by the bushel,

and butter by the firkin.
23. Laudanum is given.to alleviate pain.

24. We pia a candle in a lantero to keep the wind from

blowing it out.
25. A good mistress will keep her house in order.

Me Elementary Spelling Bqok: Being an hnpmvenient on "The

71inerican Spelling Book," by Noah Webster. Noci York:

Appleton, I 857.

Data Sheet Two

Spelling Book Drill Sentences, 1965

1. A copy can be.made on Our duplicating niachine!'

2. The last play in the second quarter was a punt.
3. List carefully every item you buy abroad.
4. Bryant used binoculars to spot the plane.
5. Alfred Nobel first produced dynamite in 1867.,

6, Halloween comes at the end of October.
7. Jackie 1obio3cm was the first Negro to play in

major league .baseball.
8. Dad drank coffee last evening and couldn't sleep.

9. Be sure to smother the' campfire before leaving.



10. The Gregorian chant is a type of church music,-
II. The first person tti sea-.1; the finish line wins.
12. Alcc's father is a doctor of philosophy.
13. Lee's fathei traces missing persons.
14. "Act your age!" Dad scolded.
15. They spent the evening making and eating fudge.
16. A famous line is "Give me your tired, your poor."
17. An orthodontist straightens teeth.
18. Pat's grandmother still swims and dives.
19. The little pauper hasn't any shoes.
20. 'The highway cloverleaf eliminates stoplights.
11. "Sadder but w;ser" goes an old saying.
22. Have you forgew.en your phone number'?
23. Mother was driven to distraction by the yelling.
1.4. A teacher could be called a builder of :Wilds.
25. The story of Santa Claus enchanted the little boy.

linath Grade Speller, Renthul et al. Morristown NJ: Silver-

Burrktie (Time. Inc.) I 965..

Data Sheet Three

Percentage Content Analysis

A content aaalysis performed on the total body of drill
sentences from both spelling books revealed the follow-
ing:

(1) The percentage use of sentences in both N pelting
books was quite stable in relation to categories like flora.
fauna..climate,. geography, and space measure. lloWever.
pet sentences in the fauna category were much more
important in 1965.

Stri':ing differences in percentages occurred in
relation to the categories of institutions, leisure time.
and behaviorti values. Sentences about irstitutions
(poli.tical. legal, economic, religious, and military) consti-
tuted 14% of tbe 1857 data but only 4.6% of the 1965
data. ,Leisure-time sentences (games, sports, music.
stories, holidays) constituted of the 1965 data. but only
1.3% of the 1857 dala (including the sentence that "The
deyil makes work for idle hands."). ..Of the 1857

sentences, 25% involved behavioral values in contrast to
only 6.6% of the 1965 senfrnces.

(3) There were no sentences in the 1857 book about
holidays, blacks, mechanical- transportation, or urban
living. In the 1965 book, there were no sentences about
God` drinking, or farmers..No persorpal names were used
In_ the 1857 book, as all people were identified by role.

Following some brief infiOductory comments,
sfudents are asked to assume the role of researchers as
they :Ix giVen the two sets of data -saMples of spelling
book drill sentence:, from books separated in time by
more than a century. They are asked to record particular
observations from their experiences in reading 'The
sentences. They are .then given data sheet three and
asked to state additional observations.

The students' observations are shared and a composit.
formalized list of the observations is constructed. This
list specifies and categorizes differences noted between
the two sets of s.mtences. Each student then elects to
d clop one of the topics on the list. -For example. a

estidi.it might choose to examine technological or
occupational differences: differences in values and

attitudes: or emphasis differences in regard to religion.
yural and urban demography. work and play. child and
adult roles, socialization and so on.

Following the selection of 'a topic. students are asked
to stpte their research interests'as problems. That is. they
:tr.:: to formalize their interests by stating them either as
hypotheses (our society in 1965 was more secular than
in 1857for as researchvble questions (why is there so
much more emphasis on leisure time in 1965?). Next.
the students construct outlines of dertinent sub-research.
questions and of-possible sourccs of information'. These
assist the students in explaining their problems and in
describing to the rest of the group how their research
could be carried out. Each student, then, is involved in
documenting differences between two periods in time
and.in attempting to account for such differences.
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Beyond the objective of practicing the research skills
incorporated in this curriculum segment is the objective
of providing insights into the culture change process.
The students' involvement with the evidence of culture
change exposes 'several dimensions of the concept. They
become aware. for example. of several sources of change,
of several types of ,change (technological. strtictural,
ideological), of the zamifying effects or change. and ,of
the potential for stress as conflicting orientations
become : uperimposed. . Such awarenesses create a

foundation for the pursuit of culture change issues in
other contexu; in later segments of the course._Earlie-, it.--
was noted that the decision rules used to construct a
learner-oriented curriculum are student-centered7that is.
the materials for the clas.iroom, the subject matter
concepts and methods, and the teaching techniques are
all chosen with the partilar situation of high school
students in mind. The curriculum sequence illustrated
above exemplifies all of these criteria. The spelling book
drill sentences are entirely comprehensible and familiar
to 3tudents, yet they are approached in an unfamiliar
but irk"aningful way. The concept of culture ch*ange is
relevant both from the perspectives of the discipline and
the students, as is the problem-oriented resear h
methodology..The teaching approach selected for tl
class could be Lbeled as "participatory learning,'
"inquiry." "discovery," or "the meditim is the message.".
The common idea behind all of these labels is that
students of high school age learn more effectively .by
paiticipating in something themselves, not by being told
about it. . ..



Thc central point in this paper has been that, in
constructing a course called ,:nthropology for students

who are not likely to becoinc anthi ,pologists, it is

important to consider the Audenis' situation and to.
*select materials, concepts, and teaching techniques in
terms of that perspective. To construct a course on the

basis of alternative criteria (textbook formats, watered-
down survey,notes, and the hke)Would perhaps be more

c,onvenient but almost certainly less effective. The
approach presented above is Inne-consuming;it is, how-
ever, quite*generally applicable if priority can be given to

dopth mther than to content.quantity.

GETTING IT TOGETHER: ANTHROPOLOGY AND GENERAL EDUCATION

Fred A. Johnson
University of Minnesota

As you know, "getting it together" is a'phrase used
by many young people in the United States to indicate
their desire to understand and organize themselves, their
experiences, and the world in which they live. Although
the verbal expression "getting it together" may he ,tew,
the underlying desire is not. Comprehending the experi-
ential world and establishing the basis for a meaningful
existence has Yong been a troubiesome but important
part of the human agenda. Indeed, most of us have spent
a considerable Part of' our lives trying to answer the

ultimate questions of "whence.," "whither," and "why,"
answers which are vital if the goal of "getting it

together" is to be achieved even momentarily. But
getting it togetherin today's world seems an infinitely,
more difficult and traumatic task than it was in the past.

Perhaps the Load contours of this task may be indicated
by briefly- and broadly d'escribing the present world and
specifying some of the difficulties involved when an
individual attempts to understand and relate to it.

To begin with, our world is a worh of rapid change.
It would appear, though, that this change takes two
directions gwwth and decay. While thcrc is vigorous
growth in .some areas, one finds equally vigorous decay
in others. Thus, the World at once enjoys remarkable
advances in space scierice, medicartechnology, trans,r-
tation, and communication, but.at the same time suffers
decay as it endures increases in crime rates, mental
illness, suicid2s. :ind feelings of distrust and despair
(Boulding). 'But continuity as well aS chanr is -a
parameter of our world. Persisting side by side with the
problems of war, racism, and social stratification are the
ideas of pacifism, acceptance, and equality. It is a

wor16 that has long been characterized by great
affluence on t'le one hand and the spectre of famine on
the other.

To say the least, understanding today's world is
difficult but to develop a meaningful integration of the
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world and one's self is even harder. In the past, this.

relationship was developed by direct observation an4
imitation 'of the adult members of one's culturA
but the prevalence of multicultural societies :!nd

technology of mass communciation has incr:;,.(i th,

complexity of tlw socialization process. Today children

and youth in the process of developing their integrative
assumptions are exposed to a diversity of eliefs and

behaviors. Since many beliefs are the.:' product of__

unconsciously received stimuli, individuals living in
modern urbanized society are often not even aware of
the origin or the nat life of their integrative assumptions.

Thus, individual belief syteins often contain

elements which are internally contradictory or exter-
nally inconsistent with behavior. Because of these

conditions, it is contended that non-school ex'periences
rarely provide the individual with a set of integrative

assumptions equal to the task of "getting it toget:ier."
This assumption.,constitutes the rationale of all general

education courses and programs. More specifically, it is

thc thesis of this paper that, given today's. complex

world, the development of an adequate set of integrative
asSumptions requires a general education program that

liberally utilizes anthropological perspectives, concepts,
and values. Now, this:; is not a particularly new or
startling idea. It is clearly implicit in much of what has

been done for the last 30 years. On the other hand, it'

may be that the thesis occasionally needs to be made

zxplicit to help each of us better understand and apply it ,

in the courses we teach, to help us "keep the faith."

In this pirit, I shall now briefly review with you tlie
principles and-purposes of "general education." Lct me

begin by confessing that, although general education is a

key concept with a considerable history;most author-

ities (Bell, Blackman, Browdy,. Smith) agree that its
precise definition remains controversial and uncertain. It



is, theThire, a condition of surplus, not scarcity. for
there are inany definitions but no consensus concerning
them .r. mind, it is a condition not unlike that
found amolig anthropologists regarding the Qoncept ot
culture. Since there is no truly a,dequate definition, I

'3hall provide my own with the firm belief that if the
definition and principles which' I ofkr here do inore
than parade my own prejudices they intly still serve as a
guideline for discussion..Therefore, may I state that I

conceive of general education as that aspect of education
that provides the common experiences or integrative
assumptions tka all individuals need to simultaneously
..optimize their understanding oy the conteinporary wmld
and to develop .1 meaningful existence with the limiting
corstramts tH their individual abilities, the surrounding
CuLural milieu, and the non-human environment.

"iwo ideas student nreds and common experiences,
equally important to this definition of general

education seem worthy or elaboration. It is 'almost
axioniatic to general educators that courses should be
based upon student needs and the needs.of the society in
which they live. This principle has been widely mis-
interpreted both within the' field of general education
and without it. To me, This statement does nof mean
that students are the Sole judge or even the major judge
of what they need to learn or that- their learning
experiences shoUld be confined to the present time. But
it does mean that educators should try to ascertain the
dominant characterktics and needs of the students they
teach and 'continually revise courses and programs to
keep them as relevant as possible in these times of rapid
change.

-To clarify the meaning of "common experiences"
used in the defiention above, it seeMs useful to re-
emphasiz' e that general education consists -of those
experiences that are designed to enhanee the breadth,
perspective, intellectual sophistication, and fruitfulness
of all students. Of course, this is the objective of all
education. Bug at the college level, general educatio,,
does -not include all education, only that aspect of
whole which, i6 is hypothesized, should be the sam:
everyone: Genel-al education is, in one sense, an e ;uca-
,tion that is independent of ability, sex, class, 74ce, or '
intended occupation. However, the common experiences
idea does noj...require'a denial of cultural and individual
differences, for it is, not assumed that the learning
experiences and outcomes of general education will be
identical for all students. Indeed, recognition of the
validity of student differences in interests and learning.
styles .was one of the major catalysts that triggered the
development of the first general .education programs
more than 40 years ago.

However, if it is granted that the term "common
experiences" does not imply either identical learning
modes or7identical learning outcomes, what is it. then,
that the students are to share? The answer, simply

stated, is "common goals or purposes.. The 'learning
experiences in general education are focused on common

or identical objec,ives. Students start froth different
points, travel a variety of routes at different rates, but
the ultimate destinatnin is the same for all understand-
ing, meaning, and self-fulfillment. This is not' to imply,
though, that these arc finite goals or that "getting ii
together" is a one-time process. It is a recurring prohlem.
Therefore, general education is relevant_ jyall stages of
life.'

Let ts now turn to a (!onsideration of some of the
pore obvious contributions that the discipline of uinthro-
pology ha male and continues to make to the goals.of
general education. Although if is hoped that the basic
ideas discussed will be relevant to the teaching of
anthroVology to all non-majors, the specific examples
used here, from the cultural, and urban anthropoltogy
courses 1 teach .t'o general college students at the

University of Minnesota, 4rC intended to be merely
illustraiive.2

It has long been recognized that, the study of anthro-
pology can greatly increae students' knowledge and
intellectual sOphistication As yffn know. anthronology,
the broadest of all social science diSciplin6, studies the
biological, linguistic, and socio-cultural characterktics of
human 'populations, past 'Ad present. The tremendous
scope of this discipline may :iffect students in several
different ways. Because anthropology is concerned with

,several Million years 'of proto-human and human
existence, students can be helped to develop ,a more
meaningful temporal. peispective. Contemporary world
problems placed in the time frame of huimui existence,-
somehow do not seem so awesome. Students studying
anihropology for the first time should be made

explicitly aware of the remarkable plasticity and
persistence of: our species. This, in my opinion, is

extremely important if one wishes to combat the teeting
of _powellessness and despair that seems so prevalent
iimong 'students-today. ,,For if men are to solve their
contemporary priNems they must beliew they are
capable of Solving them. The study of anthroPology can
and should be used to increasereasoned optimism.

The stpd'y 9f anthropology also provides students
with .conceptual -tools that can further their understand-
ing of the contemporary world and provide additional
integrative assumptions. Two of the more useful con-
cepts cen'tral to the study of anthropology are holism
and culture. Holism, afso referred to as the holistic
approaoh, stresses, the need to understand the big
picture, to see that the sum of people's relationships.
may be greater than the mere addition of these rel2tion-A
ships would indicate. llolism also alerts students to the
systemic nature of human behavinr. The importance of
the culture .concept to the study of man is so well
understood and accepted that it is only necessary to



state that this;concept explains. most ofhuman diversity.
and human unity at one and theranie time. These two
concepts are estremely valuable to anyone seeking to
understand. a role pervective which differs' from th,eir
own. For example, when .1 ask my students in urban
anthropology to explain the behavior of ghetto dwellers
such 'as those docrihed by Liehow, most of them find
the concepts of culture mid holism extremely useful.

-But the study of anthropology can do inure than
provide students Avith concepts and generali/ations: it
can also expose students to a variety of Mquiry meth( is.

Although it is unlikely that any non.major will eYer
become prolessnmally competent to conduct research.
students should be helped to become "informed con-
sumers" ois knowledge. To be intelligent use,S of
kilowledge. it is very important for`students to gain an
understanding of ihe fundamental relationship between,-
the question asked and the method Used to obtain the
answer. This relationship is illuminated when students
examine the broad -range of questions asked and the
different techniques of inquiry used by phyleal anthro-
pologists, archaeologists, .and cultural anthropologists.
Although it has been the practice to reserve the diserus-
Sion of inquiry 'methods for advanced courses, most
educators secin to agree that the topic may be appropri-
ately int'roduced in the introductory 'course.

It also seems apparent to me that the methods and'
techniques used by cultural anthropologists are directly
relevant to the non-acadeniic experfeneeS' of students.
Therefore, it is important that students in general educa-
tion collfses be taught the research techniques associated
with participant observation studies. Students should he
given an opportunity to test their .skills with this method
of study early and often in their academic careers so that
they may become reasonably proficient in using this

potentially transferrable research technique: I have
encouraged' stiidents in both my cultural anthropology
and urban aathropology courses to conduct yarticipant
observer studies of work, religiats; or friendship groups
to which they -belong. These studies, while quahtatively
not very good, have served well as a device for learning
about the problems of inquiry, for stimulating student
interest in anthropology, and for increasing their ability
to understand their social environment.

It is nearly 30-years t:ince Robert Redfield cogently
remarked that the study of another .culture can he a
liberalizing experience. The statement is still valid today.
In my opinion, the study of another culture is still the
best means, available to provide students' with insight
into thcir own beliefs. For example, when my students .

first encounter the Kung Bush peoples' coneepts of
generosity, equality, and privateyroperty, most of them
quickly recognize the ethnbcentric nature of. the Bush
peoples' attitudes, and somewhat lifter begin to see that
this is also the nature of their own beliefs. Once students
have made the discovery that many of their basic beliefs

TI

are really questionable assumptions. they are ready to
use the comparative metliod profitab:1,. My students

seem to be erecially intere,ted in the lelationship of
culture to personality. alternative ways of organitimt
family l i r e , and in exploring a w h i t ' : variety of 'religious

heliers.
The'systematicstudy of other cultures can be a useful

tool to students seeking alternatives to ;heir e.icultur-
ated beliefs but it is not without hazai its. Students
exposed to a wide diveristy of values'often experience
intellectual and moral problems associated with the

concept of cultural relativity. When students learn that
ethnocentrism is a fallacy, many over-react and experi-
ence considerable difficulty in vaiidating their own
values. Moral skeptk-ism and nihilism is one reaction.
However, if this development is anticHated. it is

relatively easy-to alleviate. As all anthropologists kifow,
the' study of nearly :tny culture can be used to demon-
serate that the posSession of moral values is vital to the
wekbeing of individuals and the corpofate existence of
societies. Becatie ol inY students' interest in African
societies and my desire to'deal with social changej use
Achebe's Things Fall Apart to illustrate tills principle,
hut several equally effect iveTinaterials are available.

Although it is 'easy to demonstrate that morality as a,
whole is a- cultural universal, the concept of cultural
relativity also calises some sdiflents to question the

existence of absdlute universal norms or homocentric
alnes. In an effort to deal ,,Kith their questions. I usually

cite snch.posible abiolutes as The prohibifion of incest,'
. the fact that in all km3wn cultures te perpetuation of

the society takes precedence over the life of the
-individual, and Kohlberg's contention of the.universality
of justice. I also make explicit to students some of tW
values. which are implicit in the anthropological concefus
and generalizations used to ordr, the data stUdied.[
Examples of some of these imphdt values include the
survival of our species, human diversity iind toierame,

a
respect atid cooperation.

-Now, I am
,
a believer in all these values but must

confess 'that I believe that the argitMents that can tie
presented for the existence of homocentric values or
moral absolutes arc at present inadequate to totally allay
the doubts of most thinking students. Sincr, me piohlern
of what to value is so vitalto the achievement of general ,

education goals, it is my sincere hope Mat at least tome
anthropologists will respond to. what Spradley and
McCurdy have called man's need to shift from ethno-
centric to homocentric behtavior,and will help develop a

more complete human-centered world. view. A better
response to this vital challenge will make it possible for
general educators and anthropologists,alike 1 o be more
confident of their role in helping students everywhere to
"get it together."

One might feel that the tasks' outlined hero are
unrealistic and reflect utopian thinking. In a sense, this is
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true. But genend educators and anthropologists have...,.

long subscribed to high ideals. In keeping with that
tradition, this paper advocates hi, 't goals, believing drat

Notes

1. The teader who wishes to determine the relation-
ship between the goals and principles of general ednea-
tioa posited in this paper and those stated by authorities
in the field should consult H. T. Morse (1962) and D.
Be !I (1966).

2. hi general education courses, instructional materi-
als and techniques are selected with the specific
socio-economic and psychological characteristics of the
students in mind. Since ttle population of general college
students differs significantly from "average" college
populations on _several sociological and psychological
variables,. .such as socio-economic class, race, and

academic achievement, the materials cited are the results
of a decision to emphasize African cultural groups.
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FULBRIGHT-HAYS AWARDS FOR 1977-78

N1ore than 500 awards for university lecturing and
post-doctoral research in over 75 countries will be made
to Americars for the academic year 1977-78, the 30th
year of the senior Fulbright-i-bys program, Further
information is available from the Council for Inter-

national Exchange of Scholars, a non-governmental
organization cooperating with the Department of' State
in the administration of the program. The CIES nov
address is Eleven Dupont Circle, Washington DC 20036,

An American dtizen who has a doctorate or college
teaching experience may request announcement or open-
ings in the field of specialization: the request should
indicate preferred countries or geographic areas and
probable dates of availability. Those who wish to

indicate a continuing interest in Fulbright-Hays and
other educational programs may complete a two-page
form for the Council's Register of Sdmlars. In April
1976, each registrant will be sent an announcement of
opport unitieuniler.the 1977-78 program.
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Applications for 1976-77 are at present under review,
bat some awards remain open to application. Inquiries
about remainr g openings are wzIcomed by CIES.

The CIES also administers a program for foreign
senior scholars who receive Fulbright.11ays grants

through application to agendes in their home cmintries_
Each year,. approximately 500 foreign scholars are

awardcd grants to come to the U.S. after arrangements
aro made for leciuring or research assignments at

American institutions. Colleges or universities interested
in having a foreign Fulbright-Ilays scholar on campus
during 1976-77 should write to the Cmincil as soon as
possible. For the 1975.76 academic year, a directory of
foreign Falbright-lbys lecturers and lesearch scholars in
du: U.S. available on request. These scholars are
speciahst3 in a wide range of disciplines: most are
available to give guest lectures or to participate in special

conferences.



AN": IIROPOLOGY AND AFRO-AMERICANSTUDIES

Anthony Layng
Case Western Reserve

The cultural behavior of Afro-Ameo:ans is not a new

subject of study for cud ukil anthropologists, and Africa

has been for many years one of the favorite locations for

ethnographic fieldwork, yet ,indergraduate students

today seeking relevant information in the areast4y refer

to as "Black studies" are not likdly to consider anthro-

pology as one of their most valuable sources. Because

historians and sociologists have played an active role in

cq:.blishing Afro-American studies programs in liberal

arts college curriculums, they are.apt to be seen by their

students as better informed and more concerned in this

area than arc anthropologists.

It is not my purpose here to attempt to justify
Afro-American studies programs or majors. My intention

is more specifk. I wish to suggest two ideas for your

consideratidn. The first concerns what icfro-American

studies can contribute to the teaching of anthropology.

The second, suggesting a symbiotic relationship. con-

cerns how the discipline of anthropology might benefit'

Afro-American studies.
The rnly anthropologist frequently referred to by

Black students today is Melville Herskovits. In support

of their claims concerning the prevalence of African

cultural survivals in the United States. they rely heavily'

on The Myth of the Negro Past, first published in 1941.

Anthropologists working in Afro-American communities

in this country today find little to. support the

Herskovits thesis. They generally conclude that. at best,

Herskovits greatly overstated the fre-quency and extent

of such survivals. Even fieldworkers in the Caribbean,

where it is far easier to document African survivals, tend

to be critical of his tendency to see every parallel as a

syncretism. reinterpretation, -or survival of a West

African trait. Certainly the current findings of these

anthropologists are less immediately appealing to Afro-

Americans actively seeking symbols of Black identity,

yet these same findings arc relevant to any student

wishing to understand the nature of the Afro-American

experience in the United States.
Courses on New World Negro societies and com-

munities are, of. course, just as valuable in illustrating
anthropological concepts as are area courses surveying

the North American Indians or the societies of Southeast

Asia. Because many students, white and Black, already

accept the relevancy of Afro-American studies, and

because they are relatively familiar with the subject. the

resulting active and concerned class discussions and the

challenging questions abliut assigned reading anc; lecture

materials offer us an added advantage for creative teach-

ing and, learning. It may not . make for the kind of

comfortable teaching which may be enjoyed by some of

our colleagues who conduct classes on non-controversial

areas such as linguistics or archaeology, but such

comfort at the college level aids neither teaching nor

learning. Afro-American anthropology is conducive to

stimulatin students and professors in ways that could

be extr iely beneficial to theth both.
We have failed to benefit fully from the opportunitY

afforded by the proximity of ethnic communities to our

campuses to expose our majors to meaningful field work

experience because anthropologists have been generally

biased against studying societies that are culturally too

close to home (Mintz. 1970b). An Afro-American eth-

nography course could incorporate student participant-

observation in Black 'neighborhoods. thus encouraging

future anthropologists to avoid this limiting bias.
By failing to study the United States urban Negro,

those most likely to closely resemble the fieldworleer. we

have not taken full advantage of an opportunity to learn

something about ourselves as anthropologists. How

objective are we really capable of being? How confident

are we when reporting about a subject with.which our
audience is somewhat familiar? How competent are we

when studying people who fully understand the social

implkations of what we write about them? Charles

Valentine (1967) made reference to some of the difficul-

ties suggested by these questions -when he criticized

anthropologists for failing to recognize the significance

of white domination of Negro communities. Because

ethnographers, following the example of Malinowski.

have stressed the functional interdependence of an
ethnic community's institutions rather than the inter-
dependence among people in a region (LeVine, 1970),

many continued this practice in their work on the New
World Negro, failing to examine fully the oppressive

influence of whites.
When students study any ethnography, they should

learn from it niore about the latent dynamics of their

own culture. That is the first step toward becoming an

anthropologist. When white students study Black

communities in an anthropology course, they are given

an opportunity to study the behavior of people whose

collective experience is significantly diffeient from their

own. By introducing them to communities such as
"Soulside" (Hannerz, 1970) and "Ge'irgiatown" (Young.

1970), to "Tally's Corner" (Liebow:1967) and "Cotton-

ville" (PowAnaker, 1968), it is possible to illustrate

those anthropological concepts that arca ethnography
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courses have been traditionally used for- concepts
related to cultural relativity and variance. In addition.
such a course would have a special advantage in giving
students not just white students- extremely valuable
insights into the makeup of their Own society.

Many anthropologists have been concerned about
what they might call the missionary mentality of many
Afro-American courses in sociology, political science.
history, and literature, and I would like to see this
concern mature into action. Since Franz Boaz insisted
that any causal relationship between race and social
behavior was insignificant. if not non-existent, others
who followed him have continued to combat the ever-

/,-popular beliefs that the Negro , s assumed tendency to
commit crimes ot' violence and excellence in playing
basketball are dependent on genetically inheritable
traits. Students in many Afro-American studies courses
today are being encouraged to counter some of these old
myths but this is sometimes being done by the substitu-
tion of new myths. When an Afro-American history
course is concerned more with meeting the immediate
emotional needs of the students rather than with their
intellectual needs, then lectures may be designed merely
to elicit favorable response from the class members:
endorsing the myths of the Black militant is a reliable
way to do this in some classes. Teachers are sometimes
so afraid of offending students that political views
override academic considerations when they conwHe
their syllabi. There are .ready rationalizations for this
tactic: that glorifying the past deed of Black Americans
compeniates for their long neglect by white historians;
that propagandizing gives a sense of security to Black
students who have been abused by their previ.ous educa-

tional experiences; that emphasizing only what is good
in Blacks and only what is evil in whites will counteract
the sense of superiority that society has given to white
students: and so forth. Their motives may be Imnorable
but I suggest that their methods are self-defeating.
Propaganda is too easily recognized as such by students
who do not have a vested interest in believing ii. and
students who accept it only because of emotional needs
are being given a false sense of security, at best. which
.can be readily destroyed by subsequent experiences.

Afro-American anthropology courses could avoid
1.some of these problems by pointing out that. for

' example, the Black experience in America did not
) akvays involve constant rebellion. nor did it consist of

/total passivity. It was, rather, a "process of resistance
and accommodation" (Mintz, 1970a). The new myth of

..---' constant rebellion is no more academically respectable
than was the old stereotype of the passive slave. The
"Sambo" concept enabled whites to believe that Negroes
mkfre happy being dependent on and subserviely to

whites. Projecting Black nationalism into the personl'ility
of Nat Turner so that he becomes a sophisticated
political revolutionary in the minds of students in need

of a virile male folk-hero is equally dishonest and it is

unnecessary dishonest y.
A course in Afro-American anthropology can also

result in giving Black students a sense of pride in their
race and, at the same time. enable white students to
recognize the prevalence of institutionalized racism in
this country. Accomplishing these goals would not be
dependent upon their being the primary 'concerns of the
course. They would be a logical consequence of examin-
ing the African backgroimd, the slavery .experience, the
development of Negro music and folklore, the Negro
family and the Negro church in short. by studying the
development and present state of the Afro-American
community in the New World. Nothing in this material
need be hidden or distorted to make it possible for Black
students to take for granted their own ethnic identity,
nor is there anything there. objectively viewed, that
encourages white students to maintain _any sense of
superiority. Given the significant accomplishments of
Afro-Americans, especially in the face of extremdy
adverse conditions, there is no need for exaggeration ond
myth-making in the classroom. The quilrmlbos that
evolved from successful slave insurrections. in Brazil
(Ramos. 1951), the unconquered tribes of Bush Negroes
in 'Surinam, and the fiercely independent Trelawny
Maroons Of Jamaica (Robinson. 1)69). are all part of the
heritage of the Afro-American. Knowledge of the

political and military successes of these groups can
effectively destroy any vestige of the myth concerning
the passive liature of the African slave. It also prepares
firmer groimd for an accurate explanation of the relative
lack of successful slave rebellions in the southern United
States.

Perhaps the most valuable contribution anthropology
has to offer Afro-American studies is its cross-cultural
perspective. Many sociologists have been criticized for
their tendency to employ a sOcial deviance or ';ocial
disorganization model when exiimining an Afro-
American community. This has led them to view the
Negro lower-class family as an institution that evolved
from unsuccessful attempts to confOrm to white middle-
class norms. However, when investigations of
Afro-American families are based on,direct observation
and a cross-cultural perspective, the conclusions are apt
to be not only inoffensive to Black students but far
more convincing and academically valuable to all

students. Fieldworkers such as Nancie Gonzalez. (1969),
Virginia Young (1970), and Ulf klannerz (1967. 1970)
have provided us with suitable examples. Students who
are interested in directed social changein Afro-American
communities will find that data gathered in this way
Irinik itself to practical application; this information can
be used as a basis for programs designed to bring about
institutional change. The failure of those social change
programs kased on sociological studies which kicked any
cross-cultural perspective indicates that such studies have
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Offered us a distorted \ iew of the Afro-American com-

minty.
One subject that is beMg, given a great deal of

attention by social scienti tts is "Black culture." The
essay by Blauner (:970), winch was mysteriously

included in the volume of articles entitled Afro-
Amerkan Anthropology, is one e.xample of the confi-

dence with which some sociologists use this term,

Without adequately defining culture in .this context,
"Black culture" does have an appeal. Like the terms
"culture of poverty" (Lewis, 1966; Parker and Kleiner,

.1970). and "cultural pluralism" (Smith, 1965: Cross,

1968). it seems to suggest explanations even before

sufficient data have been collected. The concept of
"Black culture" raises many questions about which

anthropologists have long been concerned (Johnson and
Sanday, 1971; Whitten and Szwed, 1968). Certainly, as

students of culture, anthropologists onght to play a
significant role in this continuing debate.

Sociologists like Robert Blaunei (1970), who is
white, and Nathan Hare, the publisher of The Black

Scholar, seem .to offer us a Black mystique. In asking

anthropologists to offer courses on Afro-American

anthropology, it is hoped that they will avoid over-
reacting to the views of other social scientists or to the

views of their students. However, they must be respon-
sive, to these views. Such courses might not enjoy the

notoriety of the more politically oriented Black studies

offerings, and they will probably offend those students
who find objectivity distasteful when discussing.such
vital subjects as Black identity and white racism, but_

anyone who is a frakl of offending with ideas would

probably not become an anthropologist and .would

surely not enjoy teaching anthropology.
A recurrent questnin is "who will teach these courses

in Afro-Ainerican ,anthropologyr.aml it deserves an
ansWer. The question is likely to be based on the tact
that there are not enough Black anthropologists available

to teach such courses. If you agree with some directors
of Afro-American studies programs that whites have no

qualifications to teach Black studies, and this is the
reaSon you are not offering such a course, then you have

very neatly let yourself off the hook. I lowever, any
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teacher who accepts this anti-intellectual claim is

severely handiCapped in teaching ;my ethnology course.

So long as the myth of the insider's exclusive insights

goes unchallenged anthropology students be dis-

couraged from the serious study Of Afro-Amereans ()I

any other people. in spite of the fact that one of the lust

things they learn in their introductory anthropology .

course is that there arc decided advantages in the degree

of objectivity one has when one studies people whose

culture is unrelated to one's own. It is significant that

Black scholars such as E. Franklin Frazier, John Hope

Franklin, and 1(;.nneth Clark have contributed

immensely to our understanding of Afro-Americans, yet

we must not be so awed by this that we conclude that
Liebow and Hannerz. had no business writing Tally's

Corner and Soulside. Liebow admitted that some men in

the "Tally's Corner" neighborhood remained suspicious

of him because he was an outsider, and Keiser (1970a)

reported that the history of racial hatred kept a barrier

between him and the Vice Lords of Chicago, even'

though they considered him a friend. But ethnographers

in the field frequently eneountel unremitting suspicion

M. an ethnic community that they enter as a total

stranger. We can readily admit that the continued and
expanded interest of Black scholars is essential to the

academic future of Afro-American studies as a viable

arca of scholarly teaching and research but this realiza-

lion should not lead us to conclude that whites cannot

play an effective role in this future.

As practicing anthropologists, we should recognize

that the doctrine of the insider, as expressed by some
scholus in the Black studies field., is a reasonable but

ethnccentric response t.) the equally ethnocentric stereo-
tyl.s accepted for so long by the outsiders. If anthro-
pAoy,ists understand this social phenomenon, and many
certainly do (for example, LeVine, 1966),. then they

nmst pass on their know:edge to studentsrather than
defer to the dogmatic claim that only Blacks can teach
Courses about Blacks. Regardless of our ethnic identity,
as anthropologists and as teachers we have something to

gain and something to offer in the area of Afro-
American studies.
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TEACHING ANTHROPOLOGY IN THE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

Alanson A. Van Fleet
University of Florida

In recent years, more people have come to recognize
the potential benefit of anthropology for teachers in

training. The cognitive and affective growth that may
accompany anthropological training can well serve

teachers as they face their socially complex classrooms
and school systems. If teachers arc to intelligently meet
the demands of today's schools, specific knowledge is
necessary about the cultural dimensions of public
schooling, the conflicting value systems affecting life ill
classrooms, and the effect of bureaucratic set tingS on the
conduct of education. The content and method of
anthropology provide information and pe, Tective

pertinent to training along the above lines; it is the

purpose of this 'essay to illustrate how anthropology can
be taught in the college of education.

The course .1 teach is generally known as "Social
Foundations of Education." Courses of this type vary,
depending on who teaches them and where they arc
taught. They vary from positivistic social science to
denmcratie social philosophy but usually incorporate a
general anthropological theme in discussions of
American culture and schooling. If social foundations of
education is defined as the study of mall's educational
efforts representing an expres3i.)n and elaboration of
culture, then anthropology as the study of man within
culture becomes an integral and important component
of Social Foundations courses. Both fields of slot)),

focus on the interaction of man and social systems.
When anthropology is applied to educational concerns:
and the social contexts affecting those concerns, it finds
a natural and legitimate home in sojiTildfoundations of

education courses.
In general, Social Foundation§ is taught to under-

graduates who are taking it either for teacher certifica-
tiOn or as Il elective, with the majority of students in
the .first category. As such, it is directed toward
prospective teachers. 1 began teaching this course a few
years ago and spent a good deal of time developing a
b wad understanding of culture and education and the
prominent characteristics of school/society relationships.
Recently, i have reorganized ,the course so that it is

oriented on the problems and realities of teaching in
public schools. This new focus has allowed a fuller use of
anthropological content and method. Moreover, it is

better received by students because of its concern with
problems they will be facing as teachers.

As it is now organized, the first part of the course
addresses three,. fundamental problems: the growing

social complexity in classrooms, the alternative and
competing value systems operating among school

participants, and ihe effects of teaching within an
extended bureaucracy. The second part places those

17problems within the social contexts of culture, com-
munity. and classrooms. A third section. not discussed
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here, deals with the problems of professional knowledge

and action in a democratic society. The following discus-

sion outlines how the first two sections of the course.
which are anthropological in nature, are taught.

Within a problem-oriented framework, the contribu-
tion of both anthropological method and content is

important. The content of anthropology the existing

ethnographic data and theories:helps broaden the

perspectives of students when exaMining specific
problems and wrces keener questioning about the social
variables which affect educational problems. Anthro-
pological method is helpful both in identifying class-
room and school-related problems and in testing
"solutions" when they are implemented. Examples arc
given below as they relate to the three identified

problem areas.

cultural Compkxity
Every day, teachers face a greater cultural pluralism

in thr,ir classrooms. They can no longer assume that their
.charges share common traditions of thought and action,
for homogeneous schools are rapidly becoming extinct.
In most instances. problems of instruction and curricu-

lum result from unfamiliarity with the values; traditions,
and behavior of those who represent cultural groups
different from those in which the teacher was reared.
Materials available in anthropology are pertinent in

preparing teachers for such conditions. For a general
introduction to ;he ,oncepts of culture and culture

_shock as theb.elate to multi-cultural classrooms, I have

found useful the beginning sections of Teachers Tiilk by

Fuchs (1969). In extending those basic concepts into

concerns of culture and personality and sociolinguistics,
articles by Bernstein. Kochman, and John are used from
Funetions of Language in the Classroom, edited by
Co/ den, John. and Hy mes (1972).

This approach enables prospective teachers to think
about culture and classrooms concurrently, rather than
considering culture separately as a logical pre-requisite to
understanding classrooms. Moreover, the r 'aerials used
facilitate an introduction into simple investigative tech-

niques which focus on cultural Pluralism in schools.
Students are involved in interviewing school participants
and observing out-of-class school behavior which can
provide insights beyond those obtained from the printed
word alone. The point is not to make ethnographers out
of prospective teachers but to introduce them to some
literature pertinent to the problems associated with
multi-cultural classrooms and to illustrate ways thar they

can collect and interpkt relevant data in their local work

setting.

Value C'onllict
The formal and informal aspects of public schooling

are volueladen. N prominent feature of American educa-
tion is the existence of competing value systems which

co-exist within the educational system and often work
against each other. The task of interpreting and working

with value differences among school participants is a.

major problem facing most teachers. And it is one in
which anthropological content and method can be

-useful first, by examining values and their social uses;
and, second, bY giving prospective teachers the skills'
necessary to investigate problems of value conflict that

might arise in their classrooms.
A beginning examination of values, value transforma-

tion, and conflict in schooling is accomplished through a

selection of readings including the essays of Spindler,

Henry, and .Kimball in Education and Culture (ed.
Spindler, 1963). From another pbitit of view, Henry's
(1965) examination of values and drives operating in .an
American high school is used. Again, the investigation
into values takes place in the context of problem-solving

within classroom and school settings.
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Bureaucratic Settings
'A third problem area deals with the influences of

bureaucratic settings on teacher behavior. Acting out
their behavior Malin extended bureaucracies. teachers
lose sight of how they teach and lose control over what
they teach. They become "educational technicians"
(Eddy, 1969), implementing the curriculum and instruc-
tional methods determined in large- part by those far

removed frorn the classroom. The bureaucratic setting
imposes additional burdens and constraints on teachers.
The manner in which teachers cope with those con-
straints and hut-dells constitutes a fundamental problem
of public-school teaching. An understanding of teacher
behavior within \bureaucratic environments is an

important aspect 61- teacher training: 1 u,se Eddy's

Becoming a Teacher (1969) in this regard.

Sochi! Gunn?
The above three areas of concern deal wish problems

teachers face in their daily work setting. In the second

part of the course, these problems 'are related to the

social contexts which shape the human interaction

associated with them. As such, this pail of the course
portrays the connections between the behavior of school
personnel students, teachers, and administrators and

the social contexts which give pattern, shape. and mean-

ing to their behavior. Three contexts are specified:
culture, community, and classroom.

Although .the culture concept is introduced early in

the course in regard to the dynamics of multi-cultural

classrooms, culture as' a force and as inertia is now
considered in greater detail, particularly as it acts as the

most general and da(useohaping agent for both educa-

tion and schooling.. A few -readings prpvhle a good

background for this understanding: Mead (1963),
Watkins (1963). and Ihmt (1967). Two basic concerns
Mc discussed in reference to the influence of community



on the behavior Of schoo personnel: the congruence in
the form of sociid relationships expressed in the com-
munity and those expressed in the school, and the fact
that communities Or partial coinmunities form cultural
enclaves that sponsor habits of thought and action in
conflict with traditional schOol norms; Henry (I 963a),
Philip,. (1972), and King (1967) are used. The classroom
as an environment for interaction is examined by its
links to the social contexts of .culture and k:A.,ntinunity
through essays by Warren (1973), Burnett (1969), and
Becker (1952). The three social contexts specified are
not viewed as discrete but as interrelated in such a way
as to fundarnentally influence the behavior of those who
play out their lives, partially or \Vholly, within them. .

Note

A special note of thanks to Elizabeth Eddy for her
IwIpful comments oir this essay.
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Social loundations of education is a professional
course which is intended to be beneficial for the pro-
spective or practicing teacher. When anthropological
method and content is directed toward understant?...g

pressing educational problems associated with cultural
complexity in classrooms, .value conflicts in school,.
settings. and the effects of bureaticracy: it can help

teachers face their tasks with more intelligence. By tying
such problems to their social contexts of culture, com-
munity, and classrooms, anthropology further sponsors a
sophistication or thought helpful to any teacher. Thus,
anthropology can be welcomed as a regular part of our
social foundations courses.
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THE INTRODUCTORY ANTHROPOLOGY COURSE:

A MULTI-TRACK APPROACH FOR COMMUNITY COI,LEGE ICTION

Donald J. Fmtt.r
Sank.Valley College. Dixon. I:iinois

The first consideration in deciding the goals, scope,.
and content of the introductory anthropology course is

the nature of the community college teaching situation.

Upon examining this, one is confronted with the

problem of preparing a meaningful program of instruc-
tion in light of the diverse abilities. backgrounds. and
needs of community college students.

With regard to ability levels, it is noteworthy that in
my particular teaching situation a single class section will
reytect the overall institutional range of 18% in the ACT
caTposite standard score range of J-15, 35% in the
.16-20 range, 34% in the '21-25 range, and 13% in the

26-36 range. This diversity is typical of most community

college student bodies..
Community college students also differ widely in

background since they come from a number of separate
high schools, each. with varying academic programs. An

open-door admissions policy accommodates a number of
non-high school graduates. Also, vast age and experience
differences exist among the students. In many sections,
students will range from 17 to 60 years of age. In the

Evening Division, it is mit uncommon to have local high
school and elementary school teachers with B.A. degrees

taking .yefresher courses in the same class as freshmen

and sophomores. Finally, a growing number of adults
enroll in the,evening courses on.an arida basis; they are

interested in intellectual stimulation and broadening
their knowledge rather than in preparing for a new
career.

In addition to the differences cited 'above, the needs

of community college students vary greatly. The general

program.. distribution of our student body includes 41%
in the academictransfer program, 44% in the two-year
vocational-technical program, 5% in continuing auca-
.tion, and 10% in one-year certificate programs. The

transfer students require, intensive work in the liberal

arts in order to prepare for advanced work at four-year
institutions. However, the vocational-technical students

and certificate students do not need this same intensity

and depth in their general education courses. Also, some

of our students are identified as social science majors: a.
few of these are potential anthropology majors. The

latter students need more in-depth exposure to course
content than non-majors.

In view of this diversity, it is difficult to tailor course
content and to select reading materials that will be of
equal benefit to all students. The differential reading

abilities and subject matter backgrounds of the students
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present a problem. To pitch the rd the

average and select materials for the 20-25 standard score

range will often discourage the less able students and
bore the better students. Similar problems are presented

in evaluation; it is difficult to structure exams, reports,
and student projects that will provide for the effective

evAation of each student's level of achievement.
Finally, it is necessary to adjust course and content and

lectures in order to provide instruction to which all
studen ts can relate.

While there re instructional problems involved in
dealing with this diverse student population, there are
some positive features as well. The adults bring a
considerable fund of knowledge, experience, and

maturity to the class which can be a valuable contribu-
tion to the learning process. It is good for younger
students and adults to exchange ideas and views.in a
classroom situation. It is also advantageous to have
vocational-technical and transfer students in the same
class for reasons similar to those cited above. In many
ways, anthropology is especially suited to promote this

kind of constructive exchange since it deals with a
subject common to everyone the study of man.

From this .discussion of the comniunity college
teaching situation, it should be clear that the introduc-

tory anthropology course must be designed to meet the

needs of a broad range of students. It would seem that a

useful approach would be,to make some decisions about

the basic understandings and attitudes that all students
should gain from the course and then attempt to tailor

course content and instruction accordingly.

When faced with this situatibn two years ago, it
seemed that the most basic types of understandings that

students should.gain from the beginning anthropology

course could be grouped into two broad categories,

based upon two very important precepts .of anthro-

pology: overcoming ant liropocemrisin and wmbating
etlmoceulrism. Using this as a guide, two lists of course
objectives were compiled and the course structured

accordingly.

In regard to overeoming anthropocentrism, the

student should understand (I) the origin, development,

and evolution of life forms on our planet: (2) the
processes that caused or made possible the emergence of

man: (3) the evolutionary development of man as an

integral part of the total world ecr)logical system: (4) the

ielationship between man and the other living primates



with ,.111:,basis otl ;the value of this information ;*or

explaining human evolution; and (5) human physical
variation and the various theories that account for it.

In regard .to combating ethnocentrism, the student
should understand (I) the importance of the capacity to
use sy innolisni and the development of the superorganic
as :-elated to the emergence of culture; (2) the various
theories that account for the development of culture:(3)
the relationShip between biological man, culture, and the
natural habitat; (4) cultural variability and the various
theories that explain it; (5) the comparative method and
its value in studying t.ailture; and (6) the various
,mechanisms of cultural modification and evolution and
the various theories that seek to explain cultural change.

The task of selecting course content, reading

materials, and of preparing instructional units in order to
accomplish these goals proved to be quite diffieult. As
one might -expect, the diffitiulty is not so much deciding
what to include but rather wh .t to omit and still
accomplish the minimum course objectives. The

tendency is to include too much and end up with a
shotgun-type^ approach that provides a superficial
cOverage of many topics. This type of coverage is of
limited ',aloe and can even do damage to the student. In
my judgment, there is nothing more dangerous than
students armed with an array of important ideas that
they only half-understand.

After weighing these matters, it was decided to
develop a series of units of instruction that would
accomplish the stated course objectives and select
reading materials and audiovisual materials that would,
be suitable. It was eventually decided to select a basic
textbook to provide a general *framework for the course,
choose two ethnographies to provide an in-depth
exposure to other cultures, and to.select several articles
of a more specialized nature-to bolster important areas
of the course. In addition. four films were chosen to
provide variety as well as special focus on selected
cultures and important portions of the course. Finally,
more than 200 colcr 35mm slides were made, covering a
variety of subjects related to the course.

The major units of the course and the materials
selected are listed below:

Course Units: (I) Anthropology as a discipline; (2)
Physical anthropology I: origin of life and evolution; (3)
Physical anthropology II: origin and evolution of man;
(4) Physical anthropology III: human variation; (5) The
emergence of technology and culture; (6) Cultural
modification and evolution; (7) Economic anthro-
pology: producing systems and settlement types; (8)
Social organization and kinship systems; (9) Religion
and, the supernatural.

Reading Materials- (I ) Chagnon. Yanomamo: The
Fierce People, 1968; (2) lioebel, Anthropoh,gy: The
Study of ih7n, 4t h ed I 972; ( 3 ) llocbel The

Cherennes: Indians of the Great Plains, 1960: (4 21

Jennings and I !oche!, Rcadings in Anthropology, 3rd

ed., 1972 (see Bohannan, Coon, Malinowski. Simpson,
Washburn, White); and (5) Simons, "The Early Relatives
of Mat ' Scientific American 51, July 1964.

Films: (1) "Survey of the Priintdes" A general
survey of the priniates, including man. Special attention
is given to comparative locomotor systems. (2) "The
Hunters" An account of the 'Kalahari Bushmen, a
hunting-and-gathering .hand-level society with an Upper
Paleolithic level of technology. (3 "Dead Birds- An
account of the Dani, a New Guinea tribal society witl,
Neolithic level of technology. Emphasis is placed upon
their elaborate system of warfare and revenge. .(4)
"North Indian Village" All account of a village located
in north-central India. This is an agricultural peasant
community with the characteristics of a, traditional
society. The structure and operation of caste relation-
ships are stressed.

Slides: Two hundred color 35min slides were made
covering the following subjects: (I) primates;.(2) human
variation; (3) Paleolithic and Mesolithic tool traditions;
(4) settlement patterns; and (5) Anasazi culture
southwest desert culture, arche6logical sites.

The rationale for this course structure and for the
reading materials, selected can be understood as an
attempt to meet the diverse needs of comMunity college
students. The stated objectives of the course can be
accomplished at a minimunl level for all students by
attending the lectures, vkwing the films. and reading the
textbook with the accompanying assigned articles. This
may be adequate for many students who are taking the
course to fulfill a, general education requirement and
who do not plan to transfer. _However, the transfer
students and prospective,anthropology majors require a
program of greater intensity. For these students, the two
ethnographies are assigned, as well as an additional_
research project to provide more course depth.

Essentially, this course struCture offers a variety ol
options that can betailored to .meet the requirements of
different types of students. It is possible to provide a
"multiple track" system within this course structure
whereby grades can be attached to different options
which are, in turn, based upon differential reading and
examination requirements. Students are offered one
option of attending lectures, .reading the textbook and
selected assigned articles, and taking a mid-term and a
final examination to be eligible for a "C" grade. Another
option is to require the reading assignments an) exams
listed above and additionally require reading the two
ethnographies and ilkisg exams on them to be eligible
for a "B" .grade. A third option is to meet all of the
above requirements and coinplete a re se arch paper on a
special topic to he eligible for an "A" grade.

This system offers the vocational-technical students
the option of taking the introductory anthropology
course to satisfy a general education requirement with-



out overburdening them with work and information that

may not be essential to them. It also offers the transfer
students the opportunity to go into more depth and earn
a higher grade, which they need for transfer to the
four-year institutions. Beyond this, it offers students
why may be considering-anthropology as major the
opportunity to gain even more exposure 10 the discipline
and the reward of a higher g.ade for their efforts.

Aside from the considerations-cited above, it should
be pointed' out that the beginning anthropology course
has a great deal to offer in terms of content for all
students. I Can think of no better way for students in all
types of programs to gain a scientific understanding and

appreciation of man, human variation, and cultural
variability than from the introductory anthropology
course. Most of our students will be working and living
with people from a variety of ethnic backgrounds, either
in their local communities or.in large urban areas. In the
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Addendum
In the four semesters since this multi-track system has

been in operation, a two-track system has been:

employed. A "C" track as outlined -in this paper has
been used, along with a second track termed the "A-B"
track. The latter provides the option of having the
students who desire a grade of "A" or "B" do all the
required work for the course, plus reading and being
tested on the two ethnographies. Based on their
performance on ail exams, a grade of either "A" or "B"
is awarded, provided they score well enough. The third
track outlined in this paper has not been used as yet,
although it will be instituted in subsequent semesters.

Sinee this two-track system has been in effect, 271
students have been enrolled in the anthropology course.
Of this number, 246 opted for the "A-B" track and only
25 for the "C" track., Of the latter group, 5 students did
not complete the ourse and withdrew. The remaining
20 students all received a grade. or "C." Of the 246
students in the "A-B" tfack, 183 received grades of
either "A" or "B," 56 students received a "C" grade. 4
students withdrew rather than receive a "D" or "F" in
the course, and 3 students switched to audit status.

case of those students in para-medical and social services

programs, a great deal of understanding and empathy for
ethnic minorities is essential. The same coule be said of
the transfer students, especi61:y those who plan to major
in engineering and the scientific fields and who will not
be exposed to many .other courses of this sort. These

students will probably not again be presented with the
view of man and culture that anthropology is uniquely
qualified to provide. In my opinion, our society simply
cannot afford a populace at large- much less an educa-

ted impili,ce -that still harbors anthropocentric and
ethnocentric attitudes,

While I do not mean to suggest that "Introduction to
Anthtopology" should be a catchall course, it clearly has
very important understandings to offer a wide Variety of

students. It is for these reasons .that ttie introductory
anthropology course should be given a prcminent

place in the community college curriculum.

Eleven of the 56 students' in the above group renegoti-
ated their track option down to the "C" track Thortly
after the mid-term point in the semester; this was in
response to a poor performanix on the first two exams
and the realization that they would most likely receive a
"C" grade in any case.

It has been somewhat disappointing that such a small
number of students have chosen the "C" track option.
However, perhaps this is because the anthropology
course seems to have more appeal to higher ability
students who plan to transfer and who are intereqed in
maintaining a high grade-point-average. In the past two
semesters, there has been a sliglit increase in the number
of studenis opting-for the "C" track. This was especially
true during the. Summer session, when many students

were working at full-time jobs and attending classes in.

the evening.
As the students and the guidance staff become more

aware that the anthropology course has something to
offer all types of students. we hope there will be an
enrollment increase among studepts in the non-transfer

programs.

RESEARCH GRANTS OF INTEREST
TO CAE MEMBERS

Claudia Mitchell-Kernan, IJC-Los Angeles, "The

,Acquisition of Sociolinguistic Skills by Children,"

S10,143. 13ea Whiting, I latvard, "The Development of

Self Control in Children," S37,410. Christopher
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Boehm, Northwestern, "Moral Development and Social-
ization," S7,224. Susan Gal, UC-Berkeley, "Language,
Development, School Adjustment of Minority
Children."



AN EXPERIMENT IN EDUCATION:
ANTHROPOLOGY WORKSHOPS FOR PUBLIC SCHOOL TEACHERS
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This paper is about. an education experimentthe
sponsorship and coordination of a series of workshops
for teachers by an organization ot teacning anmro-
pologists. We plan to discuss the impetus 'for the forma-
tion of such a series of workshops, and then describe and
evaluate them.

How It Came About
BATA is the acronym of the Bay Area Teachers of

Anthropology. It is a young organization, founded in
1971 17y severa; jimior or community college 'teachers
of anthr000logy for th, purpose of finding out what was
going on in other Lommunity colleges, providing a
chance to "rap' about their classes, and just to be able
to meet other colleagues. The initial meeting, however,
brought toge; t -,...Aers not only at the college level
but also seve. !igh school teachers who were teaching
anthrOpology. The aims in forming such an organization
includcq:

to get together for mutual encouragement, support
and stimulation. We hope to air our problems,
eYchringe ideas and explore Anthropology as a
professwn. We hope to pool our knowledge as to
what we could use for ourselves and our students,
what available summer digs there are, and what
sorts of interesting field trips we could take during
the academic year. Let's find out together about
primate research in the area, and what ethnic
problems there are that would be useful to study
in the classroom.'
In the next few meetings, a definite need for further

education in anthropology .was described by the high
school teachers who were teaching courses of anthro-
pology. It was then decided to offer a series of work-
shops aimed primarily at high school teachers but to
include elementary school teachers as well. Before

attempting final planning for these workshops, a

questionnaire was sent to all science and social science
teachers and to principals of elementary schools in Santa
Clara, San Mateo, and Alameda Counties, eliciting
information on specific subject interests.2 Eighty-two
teachers (30 elementary, 10 junior high, and 42 high'
school) responded to the questionnaire, and indicated
greatest interest in the following subjects: human evolu-
tion, cultural evolution, cultural diversity, field research,
archaeology, and native Americans.

Thus, a series of workshops was planned on these
particular subjects and was- to be given the following

academic year in one of the local community colleges.'
The goals of the workshops were-stated as follows'. "It is
expected that those who take the full course (5 units)
will have access to a fundamental knowledge of anthro-
pology. Elementary and secondary school teachers can
then incorporate this information and understanding -
into their classroom teaching."3

Description of the Workshops
Each workshop consisted of 12 class hoursFriday,

7-10pm, and Saturday, 9am-6pm. In order to receive
academic credit for the workshop. participants were
required to submit to the instructors papers which either
showed how to use the material, presented to them in
their own particular classroom presentations or was
written on some subject of their choosing but which
related to the workshops.

The workshops we:e held at DeAnzz Community
College, Cupertino. One unit of credit was given for each
workshop attended. It was not necessary to go to all five
to get credit and, in fact, each succeeding workshop
seemed to have fewer students. The cost was S3 per
session. The full-time anthropologist at DeAlim College,
a BATA member; was in charge of making all arrange-
ments with the college regarding space, credits, salaries
for lecturers, books, and publicity. Each workshop had
one or 'two chairpersons responsible for formulating the
_particular program, hiring additional speakers, preparing
movies, ordering books, and generally coordinating the
program.

The first program, on Human Evolution, began in
January 1973, with subsequent workshops scheduled for
the following four months. The approximate total
enrollment for all five workshops was 125.
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Evaluation of the Workshops
As an experiment in education, we have to evaluate

the works'hops in three different areas: (1) determining
the need for such ,workshops, (2) administrative organi-
!.ation of the workshop series, and (3) subject Content
and organization of individual workshops.

Determining llw need: Is there a "need" for work-
shops for. primary and secondary school teachers using
'anthropological concepts and materials? BATA believes
that such a need exists but it is-difficult to establish this
statistically. It may even be impossible to identify all the



teachers in just one county who teach "anthropology."
Thus, when one of the writers inquired of the Science

Curriculum Director in Santa Clara County, "How many

courses in anthropology are offered in the high

schools'?" his reply was ".Nlone." And' yet we know that
there are such classes by that name because some BATA

members are teaching them. Froin official and unofficial

sources, we also know that anthropological materials and
concepts are being taught as units in other courses.such

as biology and social science in ',he high schools; and
under social studies beginning in the third grade. Some-

times teachers are as new to the subject as are their

students.
There is no county-wide program- to help these

teachers integrate anthropological materials into their
lessbn plans. (Anthropology is not the only new
subjeeti-economics, consumerism, ecology, and sex
education are others in which teachers may be lacking in
formal training.) In-service training, if any, must come
directly from the school district offices and, at present,
there are many subjects competing for curriculum

enrichment-e.g., special education, minority programs,
and the like. Thus, it is left to the individual teachers to
define their deficiency in a subject matter and to find

sources, such as the local colleges, to upgrade their

knowledge.
As is the case with many other "needy" groups, this

group of teachers may be quite unaware of their
"neediness." There exists a big communication gap
between the professionals at a university, who are not
accustomed to advertising their proficiency let alone

seeking out an audience, and the public school teachers
who may not even be aware of recent daelopments,
theories, and insights. Our present educational network
does not have such avenues of communication, hence,

BATA has taken it upon itself to function in this

.
capacity by providigg help to teachers Using anthro-

pological material.
Our finest dreams include having a staff person who

-could deal directly with the schools and the teachers 'to

identify problem areas in teaching and to arrange for

courses, consultations, and resources to alleviate their

problems.
Administrative organization of tlw workshop series.

In evaluating the organization of the total workshop

series, we are talking primarily about the administrative

matters that are part and parcel of all academic events--
the description and announcement of the courses, 'the

matter of academic. credit, room assignments. maps,
audiovisual equipment, filling out forms, paying fees,

and publicity. These matters were the responsibility of

the community college and the anthropologist at that

college who was acting as liaison betwee'n the college and

BATA. it turned .ut that there was difficulty for the
liaison in attending to all these nuitters, primarily, we

suspect, because the idea for these workshops didn't

orginate with the college and therefore didn't fit in with

its existing procedures.
We feel that this was one of tha major problems and

sources of criticism of the workshops. It Was particularly

evident in the matter of publicity for the workshops,
communications with workshop registrants, and, in

general, the red tape,4 Another problem in organization

occurred-in the matter of communicating between the

college and the person or persons directing a specific

workshop; here, distance between personnel and the
college seemed to play an important part, as did time.

For instance, the bookstore rewired too much time for
ordering the required books for each workshop, and

then was closed when the workshops were in session!

We feel that the idea for the workshops, their general

purpose, and their content was well 'conceived, What
needed more work and closer planning was the matter of

administration ;tad coordination..

Subject content and organization of individual
workshops. A corollary set of problems in organization
was directly related to the content matter of the work-
shops. We have indicated that broad, general areas of

ugliest were shown by, the survey responses but
particulars were left to the workshop coordinatOrs and
their guest lecturers. The role of the workshop
coordinator thus became an important focus for organi-
zation. Because of time limits and distances, it was
difficult to arrange meetings of workshop personnel in
order to plan each workshop '. carefully by having each
lecture integrated with the workshop topic, and to have
the whole Workshop integrated with the other, work-
shops. It was expedient for each workshop coordinator
to' assign a special topic to each resource person available
.and hope that all guest speakers would mesh around the

general theme. For a speaker not intimately connected
with BATA or a previous workshop in the series, it was
difficult to know what level of sophistication to address,

After the initial workshops, fe, dback received from
several teachCrs indicated that some lecturers spoke
above their heads, assuming,a background which, in fact,
they did not share and that the teachrrc -zould have
difficulty in adapting such material to their own class-
rooms. These criticisms after the first two workshops led

to planning for the next wovkshop on the specific theme
of "can we present the material in such a fashion as to
enable teachers to use it effectively?" rather than "what
shall we present"? Our point was, "do we teach anthro-
pology or do we teach how to teach anthropology"?

Thus, we became inyolved in "behavioral objectives,"
a concept (indeed, a law) used by the students in the
program who must themselves prepare behavioral objec-
tives for the classes they teach. In fact, it was suggested
that the third workshop assignment be _that students
write "behavioral objectives," incorporating the material
that was presented to them that weekend for their
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classroom use. Theie was positive feedback from this
workshop with regard to program content and presenta-
tion and the usefulness of the material for the teachers'
preparation.

Again, ,a later workshop on archaeology included a
field trip to a local site. This was much appreciated by
the teachers, who had never seen an archaeological site
before. One successful experiment was to have a high
school teacher sum up and evaluate one session, indicat-
ing how she., could use the .new knowledge in her
teaching. Thus, by the end of the series, the workshops
content presentation did, indeed 1.1gin to focus on the
needs of the students themselves.

Conclusion
We feel that the sponsorship and implementation of a

workshop, series on anthropology for public chool
teachers was a good idea and a very ambitious under-
taking. We.believe the need exists for continuing educa-
tion along these lines and, as a group of teaching
anthropologists, we have learned something about
developing such programs. Principally, we have learned
that any program aimed at teachers much include think-
ing about how teachers can use the material to teach. It
is not sufficient to lecture at them, assuming they will be
able to translate the newest and most sophisticated ideas

and th.eories into their classroom use.
Therefore, we feel it is of primary importance to

know the level of sophistication the teachers may
already have., and to provide workshop time for discus-
sion, 'perhaps at different levels. For instance, in the
workshop on human evolution, we found some teachers
to be quite sophisticated about recent theorieSthey
needed in-depth discussion time. Others were nearly
strangers to the principles and methodsthey neede-'
workshop dismission tior to help them dig: mu
translate the material L.: ,,.; 1 units. To equalize
the diffcr--.:- in sophistication icvels, it would be useful
to assign .1;wing well ahead of the beginning of ;he
course, thereby giving all participants a basic undeiv,and-
ing of the material to be covered.

We also found that there could not be too much
discussion time. Teachers need to have time to com:
municate their experiences in the classroom with other
teachers.. It might be useful to have tWo workshops on
the same subject, thereby creating time for,the students
to digest the lectures, do some homework on integrating
the subject into their curriculum, and be prepared,for
in-depth discussion. Our recommendations are sum-
marized below for easy reference.

In suMinary, we feel such wtrkshops are not only
useful but are a necessity for upgrading the teaching of
anthropology in public schoolsprovided they are care-
fully conceived, planned, administered, coordinated,
imple men tcd and evaluated.
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Summary Recommendations

DO (Do's fall into two basic cateroriesadministrative
and operational.)

Administrative
(1) Ensure that the teachers will easily receive their

proper credits for taking the workshops.
(2) Schedule .the workshops to be convenient for

teachers' working hours.
(3) Be sure that textbooks and audiovisual materials

are "laid on" smoothly.
(4) Have two major directors for the whole work-

shop series(a) an administrative liaison to work with
4.11.

the sponsori college; (b) a program coOrdinator to ,

'plap:and integrdte the entire series.
(5) If possible, pay lecturers for participating in

planning sessions.
Operational
(I) Ascertain at the beginning of the series the

'teachers' actual level cf sophistication.
(2) Arrange for background reading to be done ahead

of time, if necessary. Supply a bibliography for future
reference and resource.

(3) Insist on informational lectures at a n( echnical
level, and limit theoretical discussions. Be sure lei. rers'
information is mutually consistent and reinforces
basic focus of the workshop.

(4) Choose lecturers who can teach well theMselves
and thus can understand the needs of teachers.

(5) Allow adequate and appropriate time for discus-
sion.

(6) Have teachers critique each workshop and
re-structure succeeding workshops in accordance with
their comments.

DON'T (.1.)en't's relate .to the philosophical attitudes
involve ::) uch a workawp series and, as such,
reflect ba.oc teaching diplomacy.)

(1) Don't attempt to cover any given topic too
technically or too much depth. Instead, give a well-
thoughtout overview and some meaningful suggestions
foi further research resources.

(2) *Don't allow the lecturers (professional anthro-
pologists) to display an attitude of "specialist superior:
ity" to the teachers; this is not only unfair but
inefficient because it seriously hampers the respon-
siveness of the teachers and it !Aunts the purpose of the
workshop series itself.

Notes

1.,From the minutes and records of BATA, May
1971

2. It should be mentioned at this point that the task
of conummicating with such teachers is formidable.
There is no central mailing facility through which to



contact teachers. It requires dealing with several county
school superintendents who may, if they have the funds
and inclination, duplicate and forward the material
direct to each science and social science teacher, or they
may send one copy to each school 'district, leaving it, up
to theNstriet office to distribute the material further.
We were fortunate to havi: a great deal of cooperation
from the Santa Clara County Superintendent's office
but, since the workshops, the 'office has run out of funds
for such .purposes and would not distribute any other
material for ut. Publicity is really quite a problem for us
as there! are 38 separa e school districts in Santa ClaraI.

County alone, each with many schbols under its jurisdic-
tion. In addition to the requirement of funds for

.
duplicating and distributing, there is also the require-
ment of a great deol of lead time from the time a
program survey or function is plannell until the distribu-.
tion of the announcement.

3. Front thelArcular announcing the workshop.
4. WeThre not detailing the problems becanse we feel

that they were Unique to this situation. Anyone planning
;'such workshops would haveJo assess their own potential
problems.

ANTHROPOLOGY AND MASS MEDIA or

"WHY IS THERE A MARGARET MEAD, DADDY?"

Martin D. Topper ,

Southern Nlethodist University

Intmcineth;ii
Whenever the iwords -anthropology" and "mass

tnedia".are mentier ed in the same sentence, the name of
Margaret Mead inevitably 'enters the conversation. In
fact, to :most educated laymen, the work. of Margaret
Me..id and the field of anthropology are one and the
s.,,me thing. Many of her colleagues have come to wonder

why Dr. Mead has been so successful in popularizing the
field of anthropology. Iler success has become especially
noteworthy since a magazine article in I-970 listed her as.
one of the 100 most powerful people in the world! The
fact that "Margaret Mead" has become a "household
word" has caused considerable frustration in the lives of
most professional .anthropologists. It seems that when-
ever anthropologists discuss their jilbs with laymen, the
same old question arises, "What do you think of
Margaret Mead"?

The American Anthropology Association
lOrrkshop

Ikc'ause of the increasing interest shown by anthro-
pologists in mass communications, the Wenner-Gren
Foundation sponsored `a summer workshop on mass
media. The workshop met at the AAA headquarters
under the direction of "Dr. Conrad Reining, the AAA
Secretary at that time. The purpose of the workshop was
to determine how an anthropologist could go about
getting in touch with representatives of the mass com-
munications media. -The workshop grew out of the
radical caucusat.the 1969 AAA meeting in New Orleans.
One of the maih coneerns of the caucus was that
anthropologists were not doing all tay could do to
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further social, change and -advancement in the U.S.A.
Furtherniore, the menibcrs of the caucus expressed their
concern over the fact that the federal government was
(and still is) drastically reducing its support of 4nthro-
yological research and of anthropology stUdents. They
felt that the establishment of a.greater number of links
between anthropologists and the 0,6.3-ia world wind(' be
needed to arouse public interest in our discipline and its
plight.

The GoaIs of the Workshop
In order to accomplish this rather formidable task,

'the workshop members set the following goals: The first
was to determine thr. structure of the various mass media
organi'zations. The second Was to derermine the mode of
operation of these orgaqizations. The third goal was,to
discover thd type of andiencc each of these organkations.
served. And the fourth goal was.to determine the roles
anthropologists could play. in these various. organiza-
tions. The workshop members felt that the achievement
of these four goals was mandatory if anthropologists
were to penetrate the various mass media organizationS.
We attempted to deal with each kind of organization
separately because i was obvious from .the beginning
that a blanket policy could 'nob be developed for media
as different as CBS News and The Ladies' llome,lournal.

As a fifth and final goal, the workshop- members
wanted to discover'Why eertain anthgopologists sem) to
-have held .a monopoly on mass coinmunications. By
studying anthropologists whii, have been successful in
dealing with the mass media, it was hoped that a seri,,t..



of ease histories could be compiled to the

data gathered in puisui, of the first four goals.

The Individual Project,. ,}
II'. order to imet ItC1 live goals within the six w;!cks

allotted for the workshop. die pal ticipaats pursued
individual resear.:h projeets. These projects ,eovered al;

'the types of communiratio.ls media in which an anthro-
pologist could becomu involved. t1meTlirint and

broadcast media were thoroaghly covered.
Some 'of the piojects had immediame and important

applications. cne of ;Ile workshop

participants developed an outtne for the operation of
the pressroom at the AAA convention in San biego. This
project convinced the executive leadership of the AAA
that a pressioom would greatly benefit the association.
Before the workshop ended, a full-time press secretary
had been hired by the AAA; this meant that when the
-4970 ineetings were heid in :kin Diego. a newsman could
go to :me specific room and gerpress releases. copies of
'important papers. an official schedule of events, and

some genuine hospitality with a cup of coffee.

Other applied iirojects still remain to be imple-
mented. One of...the participants developed a pilot series

for a syndicated .ncwspaper column cover* anthro-
pological subjects. Another analyzed the public relations
program of a major educational institution; Mk. project
helped establish the criteria for the development of a
public relations office within the AAA (s,:.e recom-
trrndation 1 t below).

77ie Research Projects
The remaining projects concentrated on providing the

background information which anthropologists would

deed to successfully deal with specific communciations
media: These projects represented the "pure research"
aspect ,of the media workshop.One project developed a

series of pilot films on urban topics; these films were
intended to investigate the connection betWeen antnro-
pological "science" and "art" in the production f_:f

ethnographic films for public consuinption. Another
student did a content 'analysis of the articles written on
the Peruvian earthquake of 1970, and determined the

amount of information in these articles that dealt
direcdy with the effects of this disaster on the indige-

nous Indian population ot Perd; the student also

attempted to dssess the "quality" of this anthropological
information. My own project was a research one which
dealt with the development and employment of an

.ethnoscienee questionnaire to elicit the copitive struc-

ture associated, with the value systenis held by television

news peop:i and anthropological film makers about
. several topics. Once this was itccomplished and areas of

inntual interest were uncovered,.suggestions were made

for bringing both groups of informants together.

T/w SO/if/cunt Findings f/f the Workshop
Although the individual projects produced significant

results. some of the, most important findings of the
workshop ,:aine from the morning interviews held with

prominent individuals from anthropology and from the
communications industries. One of the first of these
discoveries was that the public media had bc...m doing

very well on a minimum pf anthropological infoi mation.
The informants did not feel that the cominunkatiom
media wOuld be financiidly damaged if anthropology-
suddenly disappeared from the earth1 On the other
hand, many of them felt that the use of anthropological

information could be profitable. Therefore. many
informants expressed great interest in incorporating

more anthrOpological material into their communications
activities. This was eSnejally true of television person-
nel. They felt that anthropologictd fi1MS had great value

because they were visual. Anthropological information

can fulfill a major criterion of the materi.il used for
public commur,citions it can be used to make money.

The communications personnel had a second reason
for their interest in using more anthropological informa-

tion: in general, these indivi,ltra1:; felt nat it was their
"duty to educate and inform the public," By performing

this duty. they have:acquired a strong position in the

formation of public opinion. Many of !he media person-
nel felt that the politically "liberal" doctrines espoused

by a unlimber of anthropologists eloSely- fit their own
cOncept of "advocacy journalism." This was dspecially-

true of. ttflevision personnel; they continually referred to

"cultural relativism" as an anthropological doctrine
which could contribute greatly to the development of,
human understanding in America. They also invariably
spoke of Margaret -Mead. They felt that she had con-
tributed onsiderably to the development of our culture

by usiag her, anthropological perspective to "help us
understand our, .children."

Upon seeing the potential for thc use of.:anthro-
,

pologiain-formation in the mass-media. the workshop
members were amazed that such a-small amount of it is
communicated to the public. When the informants Were
asked why anthropology was so underexbosed, they

came up with two basic criticisms of anthropologists.
The "first was that "anthropologists don't speak English";

the media representatives simply couldn't understand

much of the jargon with which anthropologists
"flavored" their professional statemems. The semantic

._".games" played by twiny anthropologists over the mean-
-nig of specific words such as "primitive" and "culture"

completely shut the media personnel.off. All the meilia

are limitcd im either broadcast time or zit-) space; it

is not .financiallY possible to use long, complex defiai-

tions to answer questionslike "Would you consider the

Bongo Bongo tr be a primitive t.kcople, Professor N?"
Media people (especially newsmen) deal in "facts";
wtthropologists arc of little use to them if they "can't be
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pinned t.',)min to concrete and specific answers.

A second complaint is that anthropologists often
rel use to work with the media. Many anthropologists

have a good reason for not wanting to get involved with
the media. There are numerous "horror stories" about
the repercussions which occurred because newsmen
refused to honor their eommitment not to print
information rece:ved in "off-the-record" briefings, low-

-ever, we soon learned that to assume that there are no
qualitative differences between news Organizations was

as silly as to assume that there are no qbalitative
differences between cultures. Anthropologists do have a
rcponsibility to their informants. But they also-nave a
responsibility to their own culture. If anthropologists are
to stimulate culture change or the development of an

cal,:litened attitude toward cultural variation in

America, then they will have to release sonic of their
data for public consumption. Our data offers the only
real ."proof" for the analytical statements which we
mak.e as anthropologists. This creates a very serious
problem. It is the responsibility of the individual anthro-
pologist to decide which media regresentatives can be

entrusted with data..
A good example of how this can be done Aecently

came to light at Dr. Mead's news conference in San
Diego. She sensed that tile newsmen were looking for a
controversial statement such as tlle one she made it,
congress pn marijuana. She kept control of the confer-
ence by turning the tables op the press.and haranguing

them .fOr their "sensationalist attitUdb." However, she
has not rejected the use of mass media. She has con-
tinued to "publish". in those types of media which offer
her a greater degree of control .over.her statements.
These are magazine articles a television interviews and
features. By being .selective," Dr, Mead has made the
media approach her on her own terms.

The Recommendations of the Workshon
From these morning meetings and from the individual

projects; the workshop members developed a series of

iccommendations for both the individual anthropologist
and the anthropological as,,ociations. All of them cannot
be mentioned in this report. but a few of them are of

primary importance.
( ) The Associational Level Many of the recom-

mendations dealt with the AAA. They included the
establishment of a pressroom at the yearly meetings
(begun in 1970), the establishment of a public informa-
tion office, the preparation of a glossary of media
jargon, and the development of syndicated newspaper
column related to anthropology. The last two still
remain to be implemented.

The establishment- of a public information office
appears to be in the deyelopment stage at this writing
(spring 1975). An executive assistant for pubbc affairs
has been hired by the AAA. His job is to be a liaison
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between anthropology and the press. the federal govern-

ment. and, of course, the public. Although he is not an

anthropologist as the workshop recommended, at least

he has had graduate training in the social sciences. This

should enable him to effectively deteinfine the news-

wdthiness of many, anthropological projects and to
interpret them to the press for public-dis"semination. We

hope he will also be able to explain the relevance of

'anthropology to gOvernment officials who control
funding.. ,

Ilis position could develop into one of the most
important in the national association. To quote the
workshop's report, "A public information office, func-
tioning as a liaison between/ the press and professional

anthropologists, is a top priority issue. The public
information officer would be able to implement many of
the prograhis suggested in the workshop report. Such an

office would be in charge of distributing news releases

concerning associational events and newsworthy research
gathered from journak and translated .into journalistic
style. In addition, advance Obituaries of noted anthro-
pologists would be wquested arid compiled 'to' be
released to newspapers and magazines when necessary.
Also' data on personalities of anthropological interest
should be filed: A public information office should also

a current file .of all anthropologists in the field, the

work in which they are involved, and the poSsibility of

the field workers serving as contacts for oterseas

cOrrespondents. The responsibility of contacting and
setting up isersonal relationships with news peNonnel

plus writing and submitting articles to the wire services
wodld be another aspect of the ditties" (p. 35).

( 2) The Individual Level. The recommendations for
individual anthropologists included experimentation

with rewriting journal articles, taking courses in

journalism and pdblic speaking, making personal con-
tacts with media representatives, beginning a new publi-

cation on the order of Psychology Today, and consulting
an agent "in evint that eny scientific writings are
proposed as trade. publications" (Workshop Report. p.
39). Of these, taking courses in journalism and pdblic
speaking, and hiring .an agent, are the two most
in portant. Anthropologists must learn how to speak and

wite "in English." This knowledge represents an

.,ortant first step toward .the writing of syndicated
e :umns, magazine articles, and television features by
anthropologists. These are the three most favorable
media for the dissemination of anthropological informa-
tion; they have, a wide circulation but they reserve a
maximum of content control for the anthor,

An agent is a necessity for anthropologists.who are in
"the public 6ye." Lionel Tiger emphasized the

importance of 'having an agent when he addressed the
workshop. The job of the agent is to arrange for public
appearances ilicl to handle such thinus as publication



contract negotiations. Although an agent may be expen-
sivo, the money saved the anthropo!ogist. On contracts

for pOpular books will more than pay the fee.

Conclusion: Why is There /I Margaret Mead?
Up to this point, the old newspaper device of bait and

switch has been employed. But enough has been said
about the media workshop. It's time to return to the
main theme of this paper and attempt to explain the
popularity of such personalities as Dr:Mead.

If one looks at Dr. Mead's career in anthropology,
three imporiant lack:4s immediately come forward.
First, there is her specialization in kinship studies and
psychological anthropology. The American public has
shown a. tremendous interest in psychology and family
relations ever since the 1920s. Some news commentators
have even gone 'So far as to refer to the generation to
which I belong as "Spock's Generation." In light of this
public pre:)ccupation with -child development and
human sexuality, it can be no great surprise that books
with titles like Growing. Up in New Guinea and Sex and
Temperament in Three Primitive Societies could become
popular reading. It is also important to note tl.at
America was oil the verge of becoming a wwld power
when these books appcared. There was a tremendous
interest in the von-developed peoples who were being
met by Afm-..ican merchants, soldiers, and travelers. Dr.

c;early -chose to write about a timely subject.

The second factor in Dr. Mead's success with the
popular media is that she .established herself as a writer
of popular scientnic literature early in .her career. lier
books were well-written; she avoided the pitfalls of
jargon and complex sentence structure without sacrific-
ing the quality of the text; she reserved'difficult and
hotly contested theoretical arguments for the scientific
journals. By doing this, Dr. Mead was able to come up
with ethnographic descriptions which were useful to her
fellow anthropologists and were readable by the

educated American Middle Class. Since her books were
both scientifically valid and readable, they were used as
texts in numerous iniroductory courses in anthropology.
Some of the students who used these texts are now in
executive positions in the large corporations that control
much of the mass corninumeations media in our nation.
When these individuals need an "educated opinion" on a
social phenomenon relating to the family or to child
development, Dr: Mead is a "natural choice." She is a
"recognized authority" who is willing to make concrete
statements "in English."-

The third and most important factor is that Dr. Mead
has been willing to work with media personnel. She saw
the importance of releasing some of her data for public
consumption and she has been wilting to take. ,the
responsib for doing so. She has also had ty take
some of tfte "hard knocks" that go alortg with "learning
the ropes" of the communications business. Even though
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Dr. Mead. had a timely subject and an ability to excite-
the minds of the public, she wouldn't have gotten to first
base if she hadn't been willing to play the game. Iler
current success is a measure of how well she has played..
She has taken great advantage of her sex and her age.
She has cfeated the public image of a benign mother
who advises rather than disciplines. She has systemati-
cally used her articles in women's magazines to further
this image. Therefore, she has become extremely dif-
ficult to attack. Even the Well-entrenched former
Governor of Florida only succeeded in making a national
fool of himself by referring to Dr. Mead as a "dirty old
woman."

By exploiting the controllable forms of mass media,
Dr. Mead has been able to develop and maintain a strong
position of authority in the mind of the Middle Class
American. She has been able to use this position to
support and defend social.change in America. Her stand
on youth and marijuana (in 1970) received much public
criticism, but her strength as a recognized authority on,
child dcwelopment and her years of service as an advisor
to the women of America- were overwhelming in their
power to create public support for her. She has even
been able to turn the tables on the news media by
labeling them as "sensationalists" fOr not reporting the
full story behind her statement to Congress on marijuana
.and drug abuse. In shoo, she knows the -rules of the
media game so wen that she can make the media
personnel play it hci.v,ay.

Su I ask you, "Why is there a Margaret Mead"? The
answer may not be quite as simple as stated in this short
paper but a fcw aspects of:the phenomenon we call
"Margaret Mead" are very clear. She long ago decided
that the primary relevance of the anthropologist is to the
nation from which she comes and to which she must
return. She has seen that this "relevance" means that the
anthropologist must leave the comfort ,of the academic
ivory tower and become in'volved in the growth and
development of the society which forms the "real
world" outside the,university. And, finally, shc has gone
about the diffcult :t.s.k of learning,.how to use the mass
communciations media to her best advantage.

To those anthropologists who complain and ask "why
does she get:all the publicitY," I can only answer, "Why
haven't vou taken the risks involved in contacting
members of the media world"? If more anthropologists
would bother to become involved in communicating the
"relevant". findings of our profession, then Dr. Mead and
a very few others would no longer have to hear the
burdens of (1' :sill by their colleagues, of reduced
research time, and of exposure to a sOmetimes reaction-
ary preSS. It is for those individuals who are willing to
run the risk of becoming involved in the.xorld around
them that the report of the workshop is. intended. It is
'toped that its final.report can serve as a guide through
the sometimes hazardous world'of mass- communca tions.
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR EDUCATIONAL ANITHROFOLOGY

Elizabeth NI. Eddy

University of Florida

CAE Retiring President's Address, San Framisw, 4 Decenther, 1975

For more than a century, the formal organization of.
American schboling has been based on industrial imdels..

The s,!hools themselves have been largely organized
according to Taylor's Principles of Scientific Manage-

ment, published in 1911. These principles stressed the
need for..organizing human beings for work in the most
efficient 'way possible. Emphasis was given to a scientific
analysis of each element of the work to be done, the

description of jobs in terms of the training required to
perform them, the recruitment and training of
employees to undertake the work. ,the appraisal of
employee performance, and the rewarding of those who
fulbled their responsibilities. Work and organizational
roles were arranged in a hierarchy of ascending dif-

ficulty, and a managerial system was introduced for the

purposes of planning the work of 'employees, (raining
them in lite jobs to be undertaken, and supervising their
work act ivit ies.

Translated into the educational system, Taylor's
princOes became the rationale for further developing a
standard arrangement of pupils and teachers in space and
time laccording to the work to be performed. The
appliclition (if (he .business industrial form of organiza-
tion t) our schools kas resulted, historically, in the rise

of a managerial ethos which has viewed them as
factories, and the educational system as a production
procesS. The model is one in which pupils become
defined as raw materials who are to be turned intO
products under .the tutelage of teachers working under
the direction of a managerial staff which specifies pro-
duction goals and methods and generally controls class-
'room aictivities.'

In recent years, there has beery, a revitalizing of
Taylorism within American education. It has appeared
under ths4egis of a "systems manageMent"'approach to
our educational prOlems, and it is introducing a wide
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array of management techniques into our schools. These

currently include the Planning-Programming-Budget-

Sy s t e in ( PPBS), the Performance-Based Teacher

Education (PBTE), the National Assessment of Educa-

tional Progress (NAEP), accountability, performance-.-

contracting, and behavioral objectives. The modern neo-
Taylorism is not limited to the elementary and sec
ondary levels of education but is also found in higher

education. There, it takes the form of budgeting by
quantifiable "inputs" and "outputs"; teacher evah.ation;
common course nUmbering, catalogue des&iptions, and
textbooks; faculty activity reports; and a variety of,

other mechanisms oriented toward the standardizing and
measuring of "productivity."

Present-day advocates of .educational "systems
management" rely heavily on computers, econometric
models, central data systems, and a technical staff
largely composed of .applied mathematicians, econo-
metricians, operations researchers, coMputer pro-

grammers, and decision theorists. Their world-view is a
techmilogical and econoinic one. For them, the best
educational system is designed on the basis of standard-
ized measurable data which allow an examination of
relationships between "inputs" and "outputs." Thus,

educational goals and processes are reduced to those

things that can be quantified. Perceiving the educational
system in highly static, abstract, and mechanistic ways,
the educational engineers have utopian hopes to redesign
it so as to.meet agreed-upon, pre-specified goals.2

The neo-Taylorists, who vould reform our schools

and institutions of higher education by turning them
into massive counting-houses, ignore the political and
social complexities of the educational system. They are

committed to an ideology which is non-social in con-

cept, anti-scientific in practice, and anti-intellectual in



consequence. They would reduce the schOol to an
orchestrated.system of behavioral modification directed
by technological experts whose primary concern is with
the technicalitieS of education rather than its content.

The critical fallacy of the industrial model for formal
education is the intense reification of km)wledge the
perception of it as a material "thing" that can he
packaged into bits and pieces for individual consump-
tion, and can he bought and sold rather than learned
through association with others. Equally Serious is the
confusion of knowledge with technical performance
skills. The isolated parochialism of American schools
today, and their monopoly of formal education., is

largely a reflection of an organizational structure which
expresses this view of knowledge. It underlies the
denigration of knowledge .the child acquires outside of
the schools; the failure tn view family, peers, and
conununity as important sources of knowledge: the
obsessive preoccupation with developing taxonomies of
knowledge and enshrinement of them within specialized
departments: the reliance , on continuous testing and
grading of the child: the definition of the teaCher as fhe
central transmitter of knowledge; and the emergence of
a consumer approach to education that defines the work
of schools as that of producing goods which students
may purchase so as to acquire salable skills for the
mat ket place outside the school.

From an anthropological perspective, perhaps the
most striking aspect of the revival of Taylorism is the
cultural continuity between the present and the past
models of schooling which threaten to hring us to the
perpetuation of an indiscriminate application of
industrial-husiness values, with little or no consideration
of educational purposes. There is the continued percep-
tion of the child aS a 'tabula rasa -raw material who can
he turned into a useful product by ekpert diagnosis and
treatment. There is the perpetration of the emphasis on
the teacher as a professional specialist whose work can
be successfully separated from whatever human and
social realities exist on the job. There is the persistence
of business efficiency aS a central concern, and the
reduction of educational processes to the lowest
common denominator of measureMent and cost. In the
name of equality and progress for al, there is the
perennial growth of central managerial programming and
supervision of educational activities. rinally, there is the
continual preoccupation With individual differences and
accomplishment which views the dyadic teacher-pupil
relationship as the only sirif:cant one for educational
purposes.

While the linkage of business-industrial ideologies and
methods to the educational system is not new, the
extent to which modern neo-Taylorites would reduce
formal 'schooling to a system of computational exercises
and educational bookke"eping is unprecedented. This
development is particular amazing because, unlike the
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situatiOn at the turn of the. century which scientific
management first appeared, there is now considerable
knowledge within the social sciences to substantiate that
assumptions of past and peesent scientific management
approaches to hunian behavior and organization were
and are erroneous.3 The problem is not one of mis-using
social data but of failing to re CI ign ize that they have any
relevance whatsoever to the-oronization of schoolingi
Thus, the formulation of educational administration in
systems management terms represents a new depth for
the low status accorded the social and human dimen-
sions of formal schooling a cultural bias which is also
reflected in the low priorities which continue to be given
to social studie*the social sciences, and social fbunda-
tions of education within formal curricula.

What is now clear is that educational policy must be
regained from those who have i'ommitted themselves,
the schools, and the preparation of teachers to a tech-
nocratic ideology which fails to do justice to the'com-
plexities of the educational enterprise and the society of
which it is'a-,pdrf. What, then, do araropologists have to
contribute, and hoWt7an they about doing so?

Educational Policy and Educational Anthropology
.!The ways in which anthropological perspectives on

education contrast with those that have been dominant
in American formal schools ..and, indeed, in many other
formal schooling systemswill not be reviewed here.
Rather, my concern iswhat do we do about it. I begin
by asking if ,there is any evidence to suggest that the
formation of the Council on Anthropology and Educa-
tion seven years ago has made any difference at'all in the
way schools are run and what.is required to develop an
educational anthropology which can be incorporated
into educational theory and practice..

This is a difficult question, and yet it seems to me to
bea legitimateone, especially in an era when we are told
that the reproduction of ourselves in any large numbers
will swell the ranks of the unemployed. I do not mean to
imply that .the CAE is not making a valuable contribu-
tion to anthropology. To the contrary, it is making an
extremely valuable contribution as an organization that
brings together those With common scholarly and profes-
sional.interests in the field of educational anthropology;
as a symbol .of the growing number of anthropologists
concerned with the contemporary world; and as a source
of professional develOpment -for its members. But what
are we doing for educators? That is the question they are
beginning to ask, and with some justification.

What specifically do we know which could be useful
to the classroom teacher? If we could re-design the
groupings of pupils in the schools, how would we do it?
liow would we handle the problems of desegregating the
classro6m? The problems of school vandalism? The
problem of running a school with diverse social and
cultural constituencies? Where would we locate new
schools? Ilow would we introduce a promising educa-



tional innovation? Why would we do these things? The
list could continue but is already long enough to
illustrate the types of problems that are of concern to
educators and for which ;hey are seeking answers. It
may be argued that these problems are not a legitimate

concern of educational anthropologists, hut I am sug-
scsting that they aie if educational anthropologists seek
to become serious contributing professionals in the,field,

But do we have the answers? The response must be a
qualified "no." Most assuredly we do not have all the
data we need but this is a condition of the human
experience. What we do have is a knowledge of some
types of data required, which have. I aditionally been
overlooked in educational policy formulation. We know
.morc than we often give ourselves credit for. For
example, we know that there is no "one best way" to
design an educational system for a culturally pluralistic
society. We know that the child does not come to school
as a tabula rasa. We know that the family and peer group
play a critical role in the educational process. We know
that schools are social systems and are intricately related
to the community. Were we to -write review articles
which compiled what we know that is relevant to
educational policy, We Would be able to come up with a
fair list of items. The difficulty is not that we are

.ignorant but that we have failed to think about our work
in these kinds of terms. Moreover, we have been timid
about addressing durselVes 'to .the concerns of educa-
tional practitioners.

Our timidity is only partially a function of our youth;
it also reflects our marginal status within traditional
departments of anthropology and our rightful concern
about strengthening, not weakening, our ties to anthro-
pology as a discipline. Yet, anthropology departments
are changing, and the discipline as a whole now has
many who are directing their talents to the contempo-
rary world. Our own membership roster contains
distinguished scholars whom only the ignorant would
fail to recognize: We need no longer apologize for our
existence, and we should set about new tasksespecially:
that of paving the way for .an upcoming generation of
educational anthropologists who will work effectively
within the schools to modify programs and policies that
are socially bankrupt for large numbers of young people.

The educational irony of our times is that precisely
when the social credibility of our educational system is

at its lowest, we who have studied education as a social

and cultural process ofteri feel powerless and inhibited
from expressing our views. Yet, there is a critical need
for educational leaders who can cross the gap between
an organizatidnal model that is technocratic and the
Racial systems that exist ,in the real world. Where the
anthropologists and others have feared to tread, the
educational engineers have rushed in. A majoi conse-
quence is that we ourselves are being managed, but we

.are not leading.
In education, as in many other institutions of our

society, there is a leadership vacuum. We see what
Warren Bennis (1975) has recently described as a "grow-
ing invisibility and blandness of leaders." There are no
simple solutions to the educational problems that beset
us but we within CAE might well ask, "What is to be lost
by taking some initiative'"? While risks are entailed,
greater risks may lie in wait if we continue to allow
ourselves and -our children to be managed by tech-
nologists who fail to recognize that social anti human
dimensions are integral parts of the management of our
institutions. Do we wish to take orders from machmest
or do we wish to restore them to their proper place in

human affairs?
Unless we can begin to lead and to overcome the

subordinate role we play in educational policy formula-
tion, we will become, at best, interesting side-attractions
in the educational programs which are beginning to be
staged in our Schools and universities. Should this occur,
we and our society are in great danger. For then we shall
experience an educational tragedy of unpreodented
dimensions. This is so because things are.no longer as
they were in the first quarter of this century, when
Taylor's Principles of Scientific Management was
adopted as the guiding light for the management of our
schools. What happened then has been eloquently
described by Raymond Callahan (1962) as an American
tragedy. During the intervening years, however, tech-

nology has made it possible for human beings'to destroy
both themselves and their environment, As a conse-
quence, the interdependence between people relating to
each other and to their physical environment Must
become the substance of major endeavors to discover
new knowledge and new forms of human organization
that will allow the continued survival of mankind. The
revival of Taylorism in the last quarter of the twentieth
century is a lethal blow against the holistic understand-
ing of the interdependent relationships between parts
and whold, a 'necessary understanding if the inter-

dependero.e is to occur. Hence, the continued perpetua-
tion of Taylorism in American schools is no longer a
national tragedy but a world-wide one,

In conclusion, what happens to American formal
schooling is not an issue which can be ignored by anyone
concerned with human dignity and freedom. The ques-
tions posed in this paper ;de of direct concern to all
anthropologists and citizens. But, within anthropology,
the questions bring CAE to a special crossroads, for it is
in CAE that anthropologists have gathered who are
particularly concerned with and knowledgeable about
the issues raised. As your retiring president, I call upon
you to become educational leaders, unafraid to speak
out about what you know, willing to learn about what

you do not know, and deeply committed to educational
change in American schools.
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Notes

I. The history of ..the application of business and
industrial values to American education have been fully
described in The One Best System: .4 History of
American Urban Education, D. B. Tyack. Cambridge:
Harvard Univ. Press, 1974; and in Lhwation and the
Oilt of Efficiency, R. E. Callahan. Chicago: Univ. of
Chicago Press, 1962. Tyack points out that this applica-
tion began in the 19th century atid preceded the publica-
tion of Taylor's Principles of Scientific Management.

2. Recent descriPtiOns and critiques of the applica-
tion of systems management to education appear in the
following: Hoos, I. R. Systems Analysis in Public Policy:
A Critique, Berkeley: Univ. of Calif. Press, 1972; Smith,
R. A. (ed.) Regaining Education Leadership: Critical
Essays on FBTEICBTE, Behavioral Objectives and
Ac6ountability, New York: Wiley,1975.

3. It .is important to recognize that .the "scientific

PRESIDENT'S REPORT

management" approach has proved to be inadequate
within business and industrial firms, as well as in other
types of organizations,,See, for example, Drucker, P. F.
The Practice of Management, New York: Ilarper & Row,

.1954, pp.. 273-28; Whyte, W. F. Organizational
1khaviorl Theory and Application, I lomewood IL:

Richard D. Irwin, loc. & the Dorsey Press, 1969, pp.
3-24.
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The new presidential year begins with CAE in excel-

lent health cOmmittees active, clarified relationship
with AAA, membership holding steady, a matured
Quarterly, and growing status for .the Council Id the

fiel& it represents,- Alt of this is due to the energetic and

intelligent 'work of past officers, boards, committee
leaders. and (of course) the membership in general. Yet,

in this place. I want to single out again retiring president

Bob Textor. As the novice:in-grooming during the past

year, I repeatedly witnessed the creativity and thought-
fulness of Bob, and the tact with which he initiated me
arid new Board members and committee chairpersons
into the mysteries awaiting us. CAE was greatly:
strengthened during Bob's stewardship; his example will

be difficult to repeat, but I will do my best.
The 1975 Council-promoted program in San

.Francisco was perhaps the most diverse we have ever

offered. It included six formal symposia during the AAA

meeting proper, five equally challenging symposia during

a "CAE Conference" on Sunday morning, twelve

"informal discussions" on a wide variety of subjects and

with varying formats, twelve official business meetings

of CAE committees and the Board, one very well-
a t te nded and vi go r ously talked-at Roundtable
Luncheon, and one equally memorable cocktail party.
VirtUally all these events had good attendance. including
several of those on Sunday morning, and I detected
recurrent murmurs of approval concerning the intel-

lectual quality and professioral significance of the
papers and sessions. My personal thanks._to the many
individuals who played roles in planning and implement-

ing thiS demanding program.

The thoughts of many of us are already directed
toward the 1976 meeting in Washington, President-Elect
Fred Erickson is communicating in various ways with
persons planning components of the Washington

festivities. In. San F.rancisco, Fred and I met with
Anthony Wallace (1976 AAA Program Coordinator) and
Edward Lehman (AAA Executive Secretary) to attempt
to iron out the ambiguities that plagued us in arranging.
the San Francisco meeting. All four of us were pleased
wilh the agreements achieved, but I will omit details
here to avoid inadvertent contradiction of instructions
Fred may have sent. you. Suffice it to say that We now
have a much clearer idea of how proposals flow through
AAA and of the meaning of the terms used to classify
and thus route them. We have been assured of support
for an extensive Program of informal discussions (which
seem specially appealing to CAE members), for well-
planned innOvative formats for, scienlific sessions, and
'for trying to involve pre-college-level teachers of anthro-
pology in both CAE and AAA activities at the
Washington meeting. Mditionally, CAE has been asked
to set up a panel of readers to review (but not decide on)
all "anthropology and education" proposals, whether
submitted through CAE m not. For further details,-get
it? touch with Fred Erickson or consult the notices you
Wlve eceived from him.

'yk Problem that Fred (and CAE) must soon solve is
ho,.V tib handle worthwhile CAE-endorSed proposals that
do not Find a place on the official AAA program. Should
we ar'range another set of, Sunday morning meetings?
Attenth Pee a? these symposia ranged from six to sixty in
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San Francisco. Sonie organizers were pleased with the
time slot; others weie thoroughly disgusted. Alternative
proposal:: include trying a "pre-AAA" day, scattering the
sessions during the evenings of regular AAA days, or
diverting all or most of the surplus to regional anthro-
pology meetings or to the conventions of other national
societies such as SAA, AERA, NCSS, AOA ("Ortho").
and the like. Your ideas and advice should be directed to
Fred soon!

The 1975 activities were the first conducted under
the revised CAE By-Laws, and moved very- smoothly,
indeed. Officially, these By-Laws were the product of
last year's executive committee (Eddy, Textor, and
Herzog), hut the bulk of the labor was done by Liz Eddy
herself over a two-year period. If 1975 is an indication,
the "Eddy Draft" wiil stand us well as we move into the
1980's. Liz' benificial 'Influence will.be felt long after
most of us now active have passed along to other glories.

I will not summarize ali action taken by the Board
and the general membership bec'ause I await a .final
version of the minutes of various meetings. Howevei., the
following items are worthy of note:

(1) Standing and Ad Hoc Committees are now eligible
to receive small sums of money to assist them in
mailing newsletters and other communications.
Each Chairperson should write Glenn Hendricks
for. details on how to obtain his/her committee's
share. The Board.. recognizes that much, of the
vigor of 'CAE arises from its unusual committee
structure.

(2) At the request of both Committee 3 (Teaching
Anthropology) and Committee 6 (Preparation of
EduCators and Educational Materials), they were
merged into a new Committee 3 (Anthropological
Resources and Teaching). The officers of the new
committee are at work on .;everal ambitious
projects that we hope will beat ,'ruit in Washing-
ton. Walter Wation (Brock) is chairperson of the
new committee.

(3) Committee 5 (Anthropology, Education, and the
Museum) was dissolved by request of its officers.
This committee had been overtaken by events
outside of CAE and had been inactive for some
time.

(4) The Ad Hoc'Committee on pevelopment Educa-
tion and Non-Formal Education wa aised to
standing committee status, and will be .called
Committee 5 (Trans-national Issues. in Education
and Change). This group Organized several

stimulating and well-attended sessions in San
Francisco, and clearly established its field as an
appropriate 'one for CAE involvement. Tom La
Belle (UCLA) continues as chairperson of this
committee,

(5) An Ad Hoc Committee on Evaluation, chaired by

Woody Clark (UC-Berkeley), was appointed by
the Board to investigate and report on anthro-
pology's potential and current uses in the evalua-
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tion of educational programs. ,More on the

mission of this new committee in a later issue.

was authorized by the Board to appoint liaison
persons to work with the regional anthropology
and related national associations on promoting a

greater "anthropology and,education" component
of meetings and other activities of these societies.
At present, Rudy Serrano (Cal State -Bakersfield)
has agreed to serve in this role with the South-

western Association, and Peter Woolfson
(Vermont) has taken on the task vis-a-vis. the
Northeastern. group, More,.0 ,,,,ou will be tapped
by me for liaison roles, and I hope to hear directly
from others who would like to volunteer to serve
as* CAE "contact" with a 'professional organiza-

tion in which they are active.

The Board also acted on several important and sub-
stantial matters., but I will postpone extended comments
until the next issue when more space and (I hope) some
realaction can be recorded. Briefly, the Board voted to
join the Far West .Education Laboratory and' the
National Institute of Education in sponsoring a major
invitational conference" on the uses of ethnographic
methOd in educational research and evaluation; accepted
a report and a call for action on a computer-assisted
system for continuous .updating of ttee Hill-Burnett

Ant h To pology and Education Bibliography; and

a:athorized both, the new Committee 3 and me to
proceed forthwith in identifying organizations .of pre-
college-level teachers of anthropology in different
regions of the country and try to attract such teachers in
the Washington area to the AAA-CAE meeting next
year. More on these enterprises in the next issue.

Finally, the Board accepted with very great regret
(and after considerable direct and devious arm.twisting)
the resignation of Jack Chilcott as editor of. the
Quarterly, to. take effect next December at the conclu-
sion of his three-year term of office. During his tenure.
Jack developed the Quarterly into a recognized "journal
of first consideration" for authors of anthropology and
education papers, while simultaneously maintaining its
function as a channel of professional news for.. CAE
members and managing to stay within the confines of a

. very tight budget,Alas for CAE! These accomplishments
took their toll and no strategy of pleading prevailed, I
have appOinted, a Search Committee for editor of the
CAE Quarterly, which I hope will.be ableto write a job
description for inclusion in the next issue and by that
time be so organized as to be able to recruit and
correspond with candklates. In the meantime, ifyou are
interested in this position, I urge you not to be bashful
and to write one of the committee members, who are:
Paid Carlson, University of Houston, Victoria Center;
Bud Khleif, University of New .Hampshire; Frances
Schwartz, SWarthmore College; and Richdfrd Warren,
University of Kentucky (representing the current



editorial board of the Quarterly). Additionally, both
Jack Chi la t and John Singleton (Pittsburgh: first editor
-of the journal) will serve as consultants to the com-
mittee, making themselves available to describe the nits
and grits of the operation to serious applicants and
advking the committee as the list narrows.

In closing, let me say that I am caget to hear from
anyone with ideas as to areas ot activity into which CAE

should ot might move, and would prefer to correspond
with Such persons sooner rather than later so that nlans
can be developed well before v.,: gather again in Wasliing-

ton. l'lcase write!

ANNUAL TREASURER'S REPORT
The wisdom of transferring business operatioos

the Council to AAA headquarters continues to inani-
fest itself. Through the work of these offices, our
status as a tax-exempt corporation has been re-

establiMed and second-class mailing privileges awarded.
This has been the first year of operating under a

_budget and through its use we have been able to
control administrative cost so that we can both

'continue an active publication and service program and
begin building essential financial reseries. A one-time
major expenditure during the year was the cost

involved in preparing and voting on a new set of
by-laws. We shall now be able to hold our next annaal
mail election at considerably less cost.

John D. Herzog

The budget for fiscal 1975-76 is a hold-the-line

affair, with item im:reases reflecting the realities of
inflation is well as the budgetary ,experience of the
previous year. A $500 ern6rgency fund was set up to
cover non-routine expenditures by the Executive Com-
mittee without a time-consuming and expensive polling
of the entire Board of Directors. Membership growth
has leveled off but still represents a reMarkable
development for the five-year history of the orl!;....niza-
tion. We continue to 'attract more institutional sub-
scriptions. This reflects favorably upon the work of the
CAE editor and his staff. .1n the coming months, we
hope to update Standing Committee rosters to make
them useful resources Un- meeting both Cotimil and
individual committee needs.

Glenn L. Hendricks

CAE MEMBERSHIP

Category

Member
Institutional
Subscribers

1974
Total, 1383 65
Paid only 1108 45

1975
Total 1307 89

Paid only 1053 71

Difference
Increase (decrease) (76) 24
Paid only 55
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STATEMENT OF REVENUE AND EXPENSES AND FUND BALANCE (ON A CASH BASIS)

FOR THE PERIOD OF 7-1-74 to 6-30-75

Membership dues.
Subscriptions
Advertising
Rental of mailing lists
Publication sales
Royalt ies
Interest
Other

Mtal Revenue

Revenites

Expenses

Geticral
Ballot Mg

President
Executive Committee
Audit,
Second Vice President
Secretary-Treasurer .

Other
First Vice President

Sub-total

Puhlicatiott
Printing and distribution

Revenues

Membership dues
Subscriptions
Publication sales
Royalties, HRAF
Permission fees
Rental of mailing lists
Advertising, l'SIL
Interest
Gifts and contributions
Miscellaneous .

Total Revenues

Expend:tures,
General
Executive Committee
President
1st Vice President
2nd Vice President
Secretary-Treasurer
Balloting

S8522.20
709.00
240.00
172.05
100.00
56.05
40.73
33.58

,9$73.91

S 898.29
430.56
221.81-
200.00
192.68
157.91

1,39.04

-65.13

2305.42

Editor
Sub-t otal

Administrative
Salaries and wages

Postage

EDP services
Supplies

Telephone
Ot her

Sub-total

Total Expenses

Excess of revenue twer expenses..
Fund balance, 1 July 1974
fluid balance, 30 June 1975

Assets

checking account
Cash, savings aecount
Funds on deposit, editor's office

. Tinallassets

4296.16 Fund Balance

BUDGET FOR FISCAL YEAR 1975-1976

59000.00
600.00

50.00
100.00
50.00

200.00
240.00
100.00
50.00

400.00

$10,790.00

350.00
400.00
100.00
225.00
250.00
200.00
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Audit
Emergency fund

Sub-total

Publications.
Printing and distribution
Editor's office.

Sub-total

Administratipe
Salaries and wages

Benefits
Postage

Supplies
Telephone
EDP service

Miscellaneous
Sub-total

Total Expenditures
Excess of Revenues Over Expendituros

11.91

4308.07

1032.45
329.29
310.53
234.97

63.69
27_39

1998.32

$8611.81

$1262.10
1121.71
2383.81

S 228.93
1754.88
400.00

$2383.81

$2383.81

225.00
500.00

2250.00

4800.00
300.00

5100.00

1045.00
'75.00
325.00
250.00

50.00
400.00

50.00
2295.00

$9645.00
$1145.00



REPORTS FROM STANDING COMMIT.TEES

Committee I: Anthropological Studies of
School and Culture

The major activity of Committee 1 during the past
year was establishing a viable network of those inter-
ested in the study of schools in culture. A newsletter was
mailed to all CAE members who had indicated an
interest in COmmittee I. Of these 500 members. 125
indicated an active interest; theSe members received the
second newsletter -which surveyed current /research
aiitivities and intercsts. We-hope to maintain this news-
letter as one of the primary activities of this committee
and use it to bring people with similar interests together.

We have made efforts to stimulate activities at the
regional level. Harry Suminerfield has organized ' a

symposium for the AERA meetings, and I have

organized a symposium for the Southern Anthro7.

pological Assn. meetings. Thrmigh the newcletter, we
plan to stimulate as much regional participation as
possible.

At our recent committe meeting in San Francisco,
we decided to sponsor a symposium in Washington on-
the NIE-spimsored desegregation studies, to study the
possibility of organizing a symposium on a problem in
school ethnographies, and tO organize a symposium or

.- informal discussion sesiion on the work Of Jules Ilenry.
We also decided that future Commitiee 1 meetings

would be equally divided between business matters and ,
substantive discussion of research activities,

Kenneth L. Baer

Committee 2: Cognitive and Linguistic Studies
We began mir- San Francisco meeting, with a brief

presentation on the past year's activities. The major
accomplishment of this committee in the past year was
the establishment of a clearinghouse and newsletter,
administered by Peter Woolfson. so that relevant

information could be disseminated to the more than 300
people who have declared an interest in our committee,
We also organized two symposia for the San Francisco
meetings: (1) "The effects Of social and political stratifi-

.cation on cognitive styles." led by. Tom Kochman; and
(2) "Contrasting research methods and assumptions of
anthropologists and psychologists in cognitive research"
(as outlined by Cole and Scribner), led by John Ogbu.
and Peter Woolfson.

We also re-elected our executives: co-chairperson
(voting), Peter Woolfson, Vermont (also editor of the
newsletter); co-chairperson, John Ogbu, UC-B; secretary:
treasurer, Allan Tindall, UC-B.

Responding to the January deadline for proposals, we
concentrated our efforts on planning sessions for next
year's Washington meeting. We have decided 'to try for
two symposiums: (1) "Strategies for exploring' verbal
and non-verbal .behavior in the classroom," organized by
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Peter Woolkon; and (2) "Cross-cultural studies of
cognition in master-apprentice relationships," organized
by Jean Lave, UC-Irvine, and Allan Tindall.

Another suggestion was to expand the newsletter to
include work in progress. It was ASO decided to leave
time in our committee meeting for people to share the
%vork and research they are doing.

Peter Woolfson

Committee 3: Teaching Anthropology
Note: Although this committee is now defunct, it

was, under the very able leadership of Marion L.

Dobbert, engaged in a variety of activities' which should
be part of the CAE record. They w'ere as follOws:

The committee held.two symposia at the 74th meet-
ing: (1) "Sex differences in response to research train-
ing," organized' by Walter yatson; and (2) "Teaching

.anthiopolo y in today's -community college ,"- coordi-
nated by isa Abshire-Walker. Also, a special issue of the

ig

Qua' rtedy was' given Wier to the subject of teaching
anthropology; it %vas edited by Marion L. Dobbert,
Carole llill, and Walter Watson.

At the Central States Anthropological Assn. meeting,
Marion Dobbert coordinated a symposium on "informal
discussion on teaching anthropology in secondary
schools and colleges "and also reviewed a manuscript for
E.R.I.C. in the name of the committee, The-_Officers of
this committee began merger. discussion with officers of
Committee 6, Richard Warren and MariOn' Rice. This
committee also attempted .to change the AAA policy of.
charging roll registration and paper fees to elementary,
Secondary, and junior college teachers from the area in
which the AAA meetings arc held.

Walter Watson

Committee 3: Anthropological Resourcd and Teaching
Note: On 3 December .1975, a joint meeting of

members of Committee 3 (Teaching Anthropology) and
Committee 6 (Preparation of Teachers and Teaching
Materials) was held. The members voted to combine the
two comnnttees under the new title of CommittCe 3:
Anthropological Resources and Teaching.

The committee's goal is to foster development, evalu-
ation, and exchange of information abont resources,
techniques, and programs for the teaching of anthro-
pology at all levels of formal education as well as in
other learning situation. Three initial means for
achieving this goal have been established by the com-
mittee. First, we must assemble material on resources,
techniques, and progiams through the development of
bibliographies and liaison with other professionRi groups
with similar interests. Second, we must disseminate this
information thniugh a neWsle t ter and a cleadng hotise,
Third, we must develope symposia on resources and
teaching at regional and national meetings of anthro-
pological and other professional meetings where um
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developments may he presented and discussed.
Our current activities will be as follows: Marion J.

Rice will edit a newsletter .for thesommittee members

and others interested in resources and teaching. Work on

a series of bibliographies concerned with resources and
teaching will be started by Marion L. Dobbert, 203
Burton Hall; Univ. of Minnesota. Minneapolis 55045;

Thomas L. Dynneson, 9208 Bedford, Odessa TX 79762;

'and Marlene .Noble, A.V.C., Grouaro, Alberta, Canada

TOG IGO. The current chairperson will act as a clearing-

house for persons interested in information about
anthropology resources and teaching.

The chairperson, with volunteers, will also act as
liaison with a variety of other professional groups. The

first aCtivities will involve locating key people and
getting them on our newsletter's mailing list. Then, we

try to get our committee on their -newsletter's mailing

list so that a mutual exchange of information can begin.
In this effort, we could use the help of everyone- -if you

know of, or arc a member of, any group that would be

interested in anthropology resources and teaching,

would you please Send this infortnation to Walter
Watson, Dept. of Sociology, Brock Univ., St. Catharines,

Ontario, Canada L25 3A1.
Plans are underway for a workshop at the 75th AAA

meetings in Washington next year. This workshop will
involve the presentation of various media resources and

discussion of their application in classrooms. There will

be t h re e workshops', one each for elementary,
secondary, and junior college teachers. In these work-

shops, various films, models, and the like, will be shown

or demonstated, and their classroom use discussed by
'teachers who have used them. Plans are also underway

for an informal session at the Washington meeting which

will discuss teaching educational arrthropology. Under

the heading of continuing business, this committee will
continue the efforts of the former Committee 6 to edit a

special issue of the Quarterly on "new curricula develop-

ments."
Finally, because we are concerned with the develop-

ment of symposia on anthropological resources and
:teaching at regional and local levels or at other profes-

sional meetings, we would invite any interested people

to write the chairperson with any ideas or suggestions or

for help in organizing such activities. We will attempt to

do all we can as a committee to foster these activities.
.Walter Watson

Committee 4: Trans-National Issues in_
Education and Change. .

The Ad Hoc..COrnmittee,on Development Education,

and Non-forMal Educati6ii pursned two complementary

sets, of activities in I 976.Tirst, under the leadership of
Rob Textor, three "rap" sessions and a symposium wdre
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organized and scheduled for the 1975 meeting in San

Francisco. Second, in association with Bob, I tried to

kindle interest in the ad hoc committee by inviting a
number of people to become involved in planning its

future. The individuals who agreed to participate in this

effort included Milton Barnett, Cole Brembeck, Paul

Doughty, Ward Goodenough, Solon Kimball, Nancy

Modiano, Allen Pcshkin, James Seymour, John Single-

ton, and Johannes Wilbert.
Through the series of successful meetings organized

by BoO in San Francisco, a number of actions were
taken to provide direction for the committee's activities.

First, the status of the committee was changed from ad

hoc to standing; this lction, taken, by both the general
membership and the CAE Board, provides legitimacy

and visibility to the committee as well as access to the

necessary resources to carry out the committee's
intended activities. Second, the committee asked that I
chair the committee and thin Paul Doughty serve as vice

chairperson. Third, it was agreed to change the name of

the committee frOm Development Education and.Non;
formal Education to Trans-National Issues in Education
and Change. Finally, it was agreed that proposals for

both an organized symposium and tWo 'rap sessions be

submitted for consideration for the 1976 annual meeting

in Washington DC.
It is perhaps important to briefly 'outline in generaF

terms the actiVity domain considered important by the

committee members. First'; "trans-national" makes

explicit the membership's interest in international educa-
tional processes. There is special concern for ihe role and

function of education in Third World countries. Second,

the term "education," rather than "schooling," is inten-

tionally used as a referent in order to draw attention to
the potential and importance of a wide rangc of institu-

tional and non-institutional educa:onal experiences in

any society which are important in the context of, 4,

among others, social selection, social maintenance, and
social change. The term change in the committee's title

suggests the importance of both persisterrce and altera-

tion of indi idual and societal characteristics. In Third

World court. ries, the term change.may take on connota-

tions of,.saY, more traditional development objcctives or

more radical liberation objectives. A goal of the com-

mittee is to foster the analysis of various educational

processes for the persistence and change of individualS'

and soCieties along with the implications of that analysif
for social policy. Of special importance .is attention to
cultural relativity, socio-:cultural reality, and articulation

among educational processes and among .and between
educational processes and other societal institutions and

biophysical environments. Among the perspectives of

specific, concern are linguistic, affective, and cognitive

approaches to education and change; nation-builOing and

ethuic difference; instructional strategies; and the impact

of ideology on both educational processes and goals.Ihe



nature and direction of the committee's activities will he
explained more fully in a hiture issue of the Qtlarterly.

Thomas J. La Belle

Committee 7: Blacks in Education
Once again. we .have a scheduling complaint. The'

meeting of this committee was scheduled to overlap with
the meeting of the Assn. of Black Anthropoloeists. As a
result, we had to cut short an interesting. well-attended.
and constructive meeting. In .,the schednling of the
committee for next year, we would appreciate there not
being such a conflict.

Most of ollr time w.ts ;pent discuSsing the research
.that members are doing. and in determining the kinds. of
issues to which we will begin to address ourselves. We
decided to get together on a regional basis during- the
year to Work on sonic of the issues we discussed.

You will hear more from us since the committee was
concerned with sharitig ollr perspectives with non-Black
anthropologists.

Sheila S. Walker

Committee 8: Spanish Speaking Concenis
in Education

Our report this year will he somewhat abhreviatdd
compared to last- year's.. This is .not to imply that we
have solved all our committee's problems or the

problems the committee attempts to deal With hut.
rather, that we do not have any resolutiiins to, present to
the, CAE membership that require a vote. In short, the
following is a brief.outline of this committee's activities
during the past year.

After passage of the resolutions by the CAE last year,
Robert Tex.tor and I mailed copies of the resolutions, in
both Spanish and English, and a cover letter to a number
of senatorscongressmen,.governorS, state legislators,
agency heads, and the like. The response from this large
mailing was overwhelming. To a large extent, most of
the responses were complimentary and congratulatory;
having read them all, it iS my opinion that the- action
taken by CAE a year 'ago was most appropriate and
forward-looking. The CAE members should al's() he

aware that not all the letter we received were positive:
some letters were opposed 'to the statement, either in

part or as a whole. It is also encouraging tO note that, as
a consequence of the action CAE took, several local

communities and state organizations have incorporated
the essence of the resolutions into their own statements.

We would alsb like to report .that this committee is
very pleased with the attendance at the committee-
sponsored symposia that pertained to Bilingual Bicul-
tural Education. On'the other hand, we would like to
Communicate our displeasure with the CAE Planning
Committee for itS scheduling of one of the cornmittee's
symposia on Sunday morning. The schedukg of this
session alter the conference was grossly unjustified in
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view of the attendance lxitterns at previous committee-
sponsoiod symposia.

Dr. Henry. Torres-Trueba. Univ. of Illinois. Urb.ana.
will he the new chairperson of thk committee for
1975.76. The chairperson elect k imcilla Carrasco-
S.:h.rock. Univ. -a California, San Diego. who will
Nucceed the chairperson after Immal nomination during
the committee's annual business meeting.. Committee
activities for this coming year will includ,c deeloping a
newsletter similar in formlit to ot,her newsletters already
being published by Other CAE committees. Any
announcemimts, commentarieS. new implications. or the
like. that pertain to the business of.. this committee or to

11',:tiltural, or multicultural education should
he sent to Rodolfo G. Serrano,. Assoc. Professor of
Educatithlal Anthropology. California State College,
Bakersfield (A Q3309.

After considerable deliberation, this committee'
proposed 'to send the following request to the CAE
president: "The,committee would like a Survey takt3n of
the CAE membership and the AAA membership in order
to develop a list of names and addresses of those Spanish

speakers (Chicanos and Boricua) who are actively
invOlved in anthropology and, M particular, educational
anthropology." The committee would like this informa.
lion in order to assess the status Of Chicanos and Boricua
in anthropology and educational andiropology. The
committee deemed this request for a survey highly
important as a means of keep*, the committee member-
ship int'ormed and advised.

Rodolfo.Serrano

Coinmittek: 9: Women in Schools and Society
This year, the committee sponsored an informal

session at the San .1-ancisco meeting entitled, "Some
perspectives on research with women in schools and
soeiety." Thc session's cobrdinators were especially
interested in discovering what kind of work is being
done in this area and in identifying who is doing the.
work. There were about 25 people in attendance, all of
whom expressed their inCerest in furthering the commit-
tee's commitment to research and in participating in
future sessions. Courtney Cazden, Louise Lamphere, and
Ann -1\lihlen,. main speakers for the session, shared their
own research interests and 'reviewed portions of other
work. Their diverse interests in learning systems,
language, and working-class women illustrated the

tremendous growth in this field and, the potential for
further developinent. Several other participants in the
session presented reports on their work and idea. The
consensus of those in attendance was .that there' is
enough interest arid direction to have a formal sym-
posium at nekt year's meeting in Washington. The title
will be, "Sex, class, and ethnicity: females and the
educative process." Several papers and a film arc ready
for presentation.
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-We began a newsletter this year, and will continuelts
publication as a forimi and comnmnications system ror
those involved in this reseaCch field. It does seem

difficult to stabilize and keep tabs on a ,population that
is spread over the country: the newsletter seems to be \
tfie best way of proceding.

I am harlpy to announce thav-we elected a chair
person to assume administrative responsibility for the
committeC next year. She is Dr: Judity Goetz, Univ. of
Georgia. She is responsible for organizing next year's
program and will alsothelp with the newsletter.

Ann Sigrid Nihlen
'Judith Goetz

Committee 10: Population Issues in
,Anthropology and Education

The committee met on 3 December 1975; about 12.
people 'attended. Kathleen J; Adams', Central Washing-

ton, and Alan 1 lowaA Univ. of Hawaii. were elected

co-chairpersons:Discussion focused on common research

interests, particularly in the area of socialization
practices and the 'formation of folk .demograpliies, and

the effects of (hese on demographic behavior. The

possibility of dev:doping a session for next year's

meeting was 'discussed and it was agreed that wc would

try to put one together, despite time constraints,

iniposed by the AAA deadline. .

The committee looks forward to obtaining a list of
CAE members interested in this area so that communica-
tion can be facilitated% The possibility of communicating
and recrditing through such vehicles as the AAA, news-
letter and the Medical AnthroPology newsletter was also

discussed and will be explored. The committee organized

a session, "Population issues in anthropology and educa-

thati\tias held on 7 Decemb'er 1975.

Report of the Nominations Committee
Under the CAE By-Laws (yr VII, sec. 1), the

Nominations .Committee is composed of three CAE
members: the First Vice President-in this case, Robert
B. Textor :serves as Chairperson of tile:Committee, and
the incoming President appoints the two other-members,
At the San Francisco meetings.' President John Herzog
appointed Hal Nelson of the Aries Corporation,
Minneapolis, and Sheila S. Walker of the University of
California, Berkeley,

The Nominations Committee is charged with

noiMnating at least two candidates for President-Elect.
.and at least two for Board' of Directors Member-at-Large,
The Committee is further obligated to inform the
membership Of, its nominees and to licii additional
nominees by an announcement in an official publication
of the Council (which we are hereby doing). Additional
candidates may bc nominated by petition of arleast one
perc'ent of the dues-paid membership in good standing,
as reported in the last published report of the Secretary-
Treasurer (which means 12 duesaid member in good
standing in accordance with Secretary-Treasurer
Hendricks' report, which wilt be distributed to the Board
of Directors and made available to the members on 1

February 1976). Such nominations by petition must be
sUbmitted to the. Chairperson of the Nominations Com
mittee at least 30 days prior to the scheduled date of the

election (art. VII,. sec. 2). In practical terms, thipwaris
that if you wiSh to nominate a candidate by 'petition,

.
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you must obtain the signatures of yousclf ang at least 11

other .dues'.paid incitiber in good standing, and send the
Iklition' in time fOr Btih Textor to icceive it .by 15
'April 1976., Be sure that such candidatL is willing to

writing-his or hcr willingness and ability to
serve.. The address is. Robert B. Textor,' School of
Education, Stanford Universit)), Stanford CA 94305.

After careful deliberation, the Nominations Commit-
tee has selected for nomination two candidates for the
office of President-Elect, and two for Member-at-Large
of the Board of DirectOrs. These candiates have signified
in writing their willingness and abilTty to serve the CAE
in-the event of their election, as required by the By-Laws
(art. VII, sec. 3). Appearing below, in-alphabetical order,
arc the biographies and plat for.ms of the four candidates.,

as called for by Board of Directors polic,y, Should there

be additional nominees by petition, siMilar information.'
will be provided about all candidates and included with
the ballots at the time of mailing. The nominees are:

For President-Elect, 19 76-77:
Dell H. Hymes, University of Pennsylvania
Henry Torres-Trueba, University of .Illinois
For Board of Directors Member-at-Large, 19 76-79:
Henry G. Burger, University Of Missouri, Kansas City

Cfair Drake, Stanford University.
Robert B. Textor, Chairperson.

Hal Nelson, Me Mb e r

Sheila S. Walker, Member
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VITAE ON CANDIDATES FOR, OFFICE. CAE ELECTION, 1976

.-
PRESMENT-E MCI NOMINEES

DELL II. IIYMES was bean in.Portland, Oregoo,attended public
.scLools there, and received his B.A. in anthropolo`gy and litem-

-"lure from Weed College 1phi beta kappa). 11:st.M.K. and sph.1). arc
from Indian& University -in linvistics, with anthropology dnd

,-folklore as minor fields. 'llis dissertation was about the Tannage.
of the. Katlamet Chinook. limes has taught social relations at
Harvard; anthropeogi at the° University of CAfornia, BerIceley;,
and anthrot4ogy,.folV-Irc, and linguisticS-tit the Oniveliity of

, Pennsylvania:, In:Sept :- 1975, he' accepted a 5-year appoint-
'.stnent as Dean Of the airaduate School of.;EduCation 'at the
'trniversity of Pennsylvania. Ilyines has served on the Executive
Board of the American Anthropological Assn:, and on the
Founding Comtnittee nf the eAr in 1968. His publications
include' "Bilingual Education; Linguistic Versus Sodolinguistic

.. Baits," in Resw ofi the ,21st Anual Raul TaWMeeting on
l'.nguistics and Language Studies. 1970; "On Linguistic TheofY,
Cinumunicative:competence, and ,the Education of Disadvan-

,. taged -Children,' in Wa.x et aL, Anihropological Perspeatires 9n
Education, 1971. Ile also served.- as co-editor of Functions of
Language in the Classroom, 1972, and wrote its introduction.
His other research interests include the theoretical integration of
anthropology and linguistics, North American Indian languages
cultures, lexicostatistics, the.use of -computers in anthropology,
and the humanistic restructuring.of anthropological concerns. In
all, he has written 'one- book; edited and cOntributed to nine
books; and written numerous taticies. flyines is a past president
of the American Folklore Socieiy, and has served as a member of
the Executive Cominittee of t1i Linguistic Society of America
and the Board of Directors of the Social Science Research
Council. He was a Fellow at the Center for 'Advanced Study in
the Behavioral Sciences in 1957-58, and gave the Brumbaugh
Lecture in Education at the University of Pennsylvania in 1960.

Platform:. My concern with education is fueled especially by
two experiences: efforts to develoPan approach tolinguage that
is adequate Co the roles language actually play in human life, and
involvement on the part of my wife and myself with languages
and schools in the Native American community. Over the past
several years, my wife and I have been inVoltted in hnguage and
education programs at the Warm Springs Reservation in Oiegon,
where we have been preparing language materials designed to
promote, among other things, the maintenance of the traditional
language. More recently, my 'concern with education,has taken,--
the form of my acceptance of art appointment as Dean of the
Graduate School of Education at Penn.,IMy mission there,
besides survival, is to strengthen ties between education-znd
fields distinctively strong at the University; to the benefit of
both. Issues ef cultural and liNguistic diversity are centt'al to,
that. As an officer of CAE, I would be particularly concerned
with Native American education, bilingualism, and language-
Jelated issues. I would be particularly concerned as well with
ethnographic work, because my view of language is ethno-
graphic. Apart from particular research interests; I have a
commitment to the involvement of anthropology in edUcation,
andkwould do everythim; I can to support and strengthen that
involvement. My commitment in all these respects is part of a
broader humanistic commitment to the conscious and construc-
tive use of anthropology for the betterment of mankind, which I
expressed in the first chiTter of a bcok I edited im1972, entitled
ReInrenting Anthropology.

HENRY TORRES-TRUEBA was born in Mexico City and has
spent some 30 years of his life in Mexico. Ile became a U.S.
citizen in 1973. Ile has a B.A. from the Universidad Autonorna

!'k
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de Mexico: an MM. from Woodstock College in theology, a
second M.A: from Stanford University in anthropology, and, a
Ph.D. in anthropJlogy fro th-c -University of Pittsburgh, Where
he was an -Andrew Maori, Fellow. His dissertation was on
religious' 'and economic i4lications of Cactiunalisin ifl

Xalacapan, Mexico. Trueba has taught .c.ciology' and antliro-
p ,gogy at Western Illinois Uniyeisity, and anthropology at

'Califoinia State Oniversity,, Sacramento, Where heAlso served as
research director, consultant, and academic advisor for the
Mexico-American. Education Project. Currently, he is Associate
Professoi of Eduzpion at the Univeisity :of Illinois, plampaign-
Urbana, where he also serves as coordinator of the' Graduate
Bilingual Bicultural Educatio'n Programs. Triieba is a member tif
CAE's committee on Cognitive and Lingujstic Studies, ,chair-
person of the C,ommittee on .Spanish-Speaking Conceals in
Education, and member of the editorial board of the Quarterly
since 1975.1rueba's research interests have focused.On problems
in Latin American and Meso-American ethnography; internation-.:
al, ethnic, and mpiticultur4P4Aucation; cognitive anthropology;
am! sociti'.inguistics. 11A MexiLn fieldwork includes a yea,
amon:.; the Tzeltal ot Chiapas; four months in Baja California
studying migation and power; and two years in-Zat:apoaxtla,
Puebla, studying the organizatthn of monolingual and bilininal
Nahmit groups. Ile ha% also worked in a ghetto in 'Venice,
California, studying Black and Molcan American family strut:"
tures. His.publications include'"Slash-and ilian"Cidtwation ti
the Tropical Am&zon," 18:2 Sociologus, Stli; "Nahuat Factitin:
alism,"'12:41Etlinology, -1973; "Bilingual Bicultural Education
for Chicanos/in the Southwest," V:3 CAE Quarterly, 1974 (also
ERIC ED '084073); and Chicano Profiles, Monograph No. 3,
Center for Mexican American Studies and Research, University
of Texas, Austin, 1976. In all, Trueba has published 12 articles,
one review, and one bibliography. Ile currently has two mono7
graphs and one chapter in press, and is preparing one article and
one edited set of readings. Trileba is econs'ultant for USOE:
Division of Internalional Studies (Title VI), Division of Bilingual

Eduvion (Title VII), Division of l!:ducation, Advanced
Institutiorq Development Programs (Title III), as well as in the
USOE's Nalional Educational 'Task Force de la Raz:t. Ile i also

active in numerous other organizations concerned with iothro-
Ptdogy and education.

Platform: The CAE;SQ-eubtedly gained the recognition
of the entire acadeMic community. Much has been accom-
plishcd, thanks to the wisdom and vision of past presidents and
active members, whose liberal policies of/democratization have
invited wider particiPaticin of scholars front diverse natMal and
ethnic groups. In the years to come, however; the CAE will Pic!:
two enormous challenges. Internally, it will have to adaPt iti
structural organization in order to retain and increase the
effectiveness and continuity of its operation. Externally, it will
have to confront a modern and demanding tvotld. in which
educational problems arc vitally related to social and economic
factors of international proportions.

Fortunately, the concerns of the CAE membeis go,
demonstrably, far beyond Mir national houndaries or,; tfiT
comfort of sterile conceptualization that has no relevance to the
urgent needs of our human Fellows. CAE membeis have genuine
concern for these needs, especially as they affect the nature of
learning environments resulting from social and ecomimic
inequality. CAE members want to exercise their moral and
intellectual leadership in the design of long-range strategies to
create effective educational and social change.
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If eleted, I pledge, first, to dedicate myself to assist tiv.:

merulir:rship in devtlopiog and implementing regional, national,
.

ahd international plans to strengthen thZ.: structuraPt4ganization
of the CAE in ()id= te o.intain effective, ounsisteni, and
well-edordinated action. Secondly, I pledge to explore with
determination all pos'sible ways 6f increasing theipartieipation of
scholars and practitioners of all natjonal, ethnic, and cultural
backgrounds in the philosophy; goals, and activities of the CAE.

And thirdly, I pledge to seek, with persistence, appropriate
funding for selected research and development pnijeets proposed

by the standing coMmittees. .

BOARD OF DIRECTORS NOMINEF5S
MEMBER-AT-LARGE -

I IEN,RY G. BURGH? was born and reared in New York City;
and rei-eived his B.A. from Columbia college,in the culture of
industrialism. During military service, he-devoted one year to
qeating land utilization as a lieutenant in the Philippines, and
one year to property rights as a captain in the Allied Occupation
oT Japan. Ile holds an M.A. and a Ph.D. in anthropology fro:n
Columbia University, where he was State Doctoral Fellow,
Pulitzer Scholar, and phi beta kapopa. Ills dissertation was on
how to start chain reactions in direcd cultural change. From
1,967-69, Burger served in the .Southwest Regional Education
LaborAtory ,in Albuquerque, where he was the first anthro-
pologist in any of the 2(1' r4onal laboratories. Concurrently, lie
ierved as A'djunct Professorin educational anti-:Topology at the
University of New Mexitai. In 19,69, Burger became the.first
anthropologist at the University of Missouri, Kansas City, where
is currently Professor of anthropology and of education. .Nt
.Albuyterque, Burger designed and field-testdd an emplgyment-
oriented. yulitiral heritage pnigram with and for 4 av.1,,os, and

wrote a :textbook, Ethnopcdagogy. I 2n'd ed., I"(18, ERIC
FD-024-653). Orw of his long-nanding interests, fur which he
has received Na:ionalSeiehcc Foundation sti9port, is cognitive
anthropOlog'y dodification. Ile is now comp:ct'ng a Computer:

,ized dicticonary-the orus, re-inter prated via _iconomic anthro-
pology, (first described as "Procedure Gradation: A Means t)
ConLPt-Woriting," Genera/ Systemx, 19621. Burger's research
has .silught to broaden (and de-SkinneriM psycliclogical con-
cepts in a manner indii-ated in his "Behavior Modification: An

Anthropological Crit Moe," ,Imerican hlocational Research

doormil, rE972. also tb apply cultural ecoliigy
approach tu humaii le:rrning,,as in jils- "Cultural Materialism:
Ffficicncies, Not Descerrtiritts;" GMteral 'Systems:, 1975. In all.
his publications include eieht nuintliiraPhs: eight colm»unica-
tions,,and 33 article. lygcr 11.,:isserve'd the C A i . as a member of
thy Nomitations Committee in 1974, and ot'llia CAE Quarterly'
editorial briard frem 1975 to the present. Iturer has consulted
wnit the Veteran.: Administration on a nfolital.,health proiect,
and with about 50 other organizations on varizius cultural
problems. Ile/. has Token at 57cyonfereui!es.ig ,Ame:ica and
Flirope, and his biography is in 2-1-'b'ook cedes.

Plat [(trio: "The relative absence of conceplual advance... by

ld unahi Anthropologists in the intervening sixteen years"

recently truck Philip Foster (American .lournal of St iciology,

1972, p. 480). Now, CAL has excellently covered school-

bnibliwt ethnology. But education-anthro offers a vast area
beyond; the great cultural factor in- cognition and learning
beyond the campus: It is illustrated in lowenergy-harnessing by

the Ilammoo sub-teen-ager who scratches a self taught Philippine
alphabet into XTINn-slat so as to learn courtship songs and in

high-: nergyiafrnessing by the Marxists sy ho, explain the Third-

Wor:d poverty-gap by propogandizing neologisms like "I.tunpen-

development" (cfv baomgc Sciences. Dec. 1975, in press). This

rich field of cognitive anthropology should concern CAE.

Our second opportunity ties in codification. Anthropology

has :raditionally rewarded "raw" fi44ite7rirs:generating logorrhea
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instead of postulates. But the natural rciences show that partic-
ular discos:cries are useless until codified into engin.ering hand-

books, Fortunately, an cd-anthro bibliography . has been

pioneered i'or CAE for Jacoustta Burnett. But publications are
mushrooming. If wc.are to makeyour latest findings asaiiable to
others, ria b, we should computerize future editions.

And so let CAL coopt ;:ognitive anthropology and

pednogical codification both for the nobility of
contribution and fOr the Darwinian pract1:.ality of increasing Mir
employment niches.

"ST. CLAIR DRAKE was born in Virginia. received his elemen-
biry eduytie in Pittsburgh, his secondary education in Virginia,

and Ins B.Sc. in Hampton Institute's Department of Fducation.

Ile golds the Ph.D. in anthropology from the University of
Chicagks, with a dissertation on race relations in tlie British Isles.

Drake participated with Allison Davis in research for Deep
South, 1941, and Was research associate for Gunnar Myrdal's
American bilemma project, 1944. Ile is co-author (with Ilorace

Cayton) of Black Metropolis. 1945 (revised, 1962, 1970). Ile is
also au0or of Rae() Relations in a Time of Rapid Social Change,

1966, and "The Black University in the American Social Order,"

Da2,dalo, 1971. During the past decade, he has made two
six-month field trips to the Caribbean, hased at the University of
the West Indies campuses in Jamaica.and Barbados, llis current

research interests concern the sociocultural influence of
Africans, Afro-Americans, and %Vest Indians on each other, and

the %Vett Indies more generally. In all, Drake's publications
include seven books or monographs, II chapterS, seven book
introductions, 15 scholaily articles, and tnore thdri 25 popular
articles. Drake has served on thy faculties of Dfilard, Roosevelt,

Boston, and Columbia Universities_ and the University of
Liberia. and was for 2/ .. years chairman of the Depaitment of
Sociology at the University of Ulan r. Currently, lie:is Professor

of anthropology at Stanford University, where he organized and

was the first chairperson of the Program in African and Afro.

American Studies. If a grant for which he and others have
applied is successful, he will spend the next three years co-
directing a training program at Stanford on institutionalized
racism. Drake served with the earliest A .vierican Friends Service

Committee work camps, and has worked with other Quaker

educational projects, including those at the Pendle 11111 Graduate
Center. Ile developed the initial Peace Corps tiaining program
for Sierra Leone, and was cii-developer of the first program for
Ghana. Ile has also batiOit at the secondary level for three years,
and worked with the Field Museum of Natural Ilistory in the
preparation of curriculum materials in anthropology for second-

ary schools.

Plat fOrm: As my biography suggests, my professional style
has continually involved_ an intimate conjoining of anthro-

pological and educational approaches to social pioldems. In the-

realm of social action, my lifelong commitment has been to

contributing toward the eradication of social injustices in the
United States, With special emphasis upon non-violent methods

for fostering constructive social change in Black-White relations.

Such methods inherently involve soine kind or educational

process, formal or informal. The perirAs of my research that I

have spent researching and teaching in Africa and the Caribbean

have confronted similar problems and been intOrmed by similar
objectives: s-erywhere there lias been racism and exploitation,
and everywhere my efforts have been dedicated to discovering

social truth and conveying relevant truth to students, intel-
leernals.; 'and golicy-makers in the hope that justice may be

realized arid exploitation eradicated by means short of blood-

shed. If elected to..the Board, I would draw upon this back-
ground so as to help develop CAL- policy that-Will he sensitive

and responsive to these urgent needs, both in North America and

throughout the Third World..



TEACHING ANTHROPOLOGY AT THE COLLEGE LEVEL

Dward A. Moore, Jr.
Special Editor

This section of the Quarterly is deroted to an
excluttufe of ideas on the teaching of anthropology.
Coursv descriptions, philosophical statements, reactions.,
and- comments are welanne. Perpois with material to
contrilmte are remwsted won them to the'editor,
Jamesto011 Community College, Jamestown NI 14701.

[Ed. Note: Student's in anthropology courses are t:ften
interested in the techniques of archaeologists 'and how
information is derived from archaeological digs. An
actual dig is not within the realm of possibility for many
courses for a number of reasons. In the following article.
Deutsch explains his use of an archaeological experiment
kit. While the students do not actually dig. theY gain
experience in interpreting information which might
result from a dig. Persons who'have had experience with
this or similar kits are encouraged to comment on their
use.]

A NON-LECTURE CLASSROOM APPROACII
TO TEACHING ARCIIAEOLOGY

Warren N. Deutsch
Georgian 'Court College
Lakewood NJ

"Eltroduction to Physical Anthropology and Archae-
oloy,y" was developed at Georgian Court College,

Lakewood NJ, in the fall of 1974 as a one-semester,
14-week course.. The class met for two 75-minute
periods each week. The first seven weeks concentrated
on physical anthropology and the latter concentrated on
archaeology. During the archaeology section, one of the
weekly periods was used for class discussion and the
other was used as a lab session (elaborated upon in this
article), with half the class inVolved in each area on any
given day. Considering our facilities, the maximum
enrollment for effectively teaching this course is 30
st udents.

This course was created in the chosen form as an
attempt to deviate from a typical introductory lecture
course. Since Georgian Court College is not located near
any known archaeological sites, and bezause there were
only 'seven weeks allotted for a .survey of archaeology,
new methods had to be used. A major consideration
when selecting materials was to somehow allOw students
to have "field" experience where facilities don't actually
permit it. A second objective V. as to give' selected
undergraduate stOdents .practical experience in- teaching
archaeology. The teaching materials used for the course

are of three
I. The teN;book: Mckern. S. S. and W. Thomas.

Living Prehistory: An Introduction to Physkal An to,
eilogy. and Archaoilogy. California : Cummings. 1974.
This book was chosen becausc: it covers both parts of the
course thoroughly yet concisely, and it is written in
language that introductory students can easily handle'.
Furthermore, it eliminated the need to purchase twb
books for a one-semester course.

U. Films: (archaeology section only) Digging Up the.
Past; Early Stone Tools; Basic Methods in Southeastern
Archaeology. These films arc available from Audio-
Visual Services, The Pennsylvania State University,
University Park PA 16802.

III. An archaeology experiment kit: Spector. J.
Woodland Indians of the Midwest: Nasco hehl
Archaeology Experiment Kit. 1974. This kit has proven
to he the single most important tool for giving students
"fiekl" experience without leaving the classroom.

Textbook readings arc assigned to provide back-
ground information for the students' general knowledge
of the nature, function, and techniques used in archaeol-
ogy; class discussions expand upon the readings. The

films are ,used as a reinforcement of discussions and to
give, students a visual experience of archaeological tech.
niqUes and problems. Further discussions follow the
films. These readings, discussions, and films compose
half the archaeology section of the course: the second
half consists of lab sessions involving the Nasco kit.

The Nasco kit. according to its creator, is designed for
middle and secondary school students. However. having
used it for an introductory college-level course, I found
it to be most effective for students who had never been
exposed to archaeologyjn no way did it appear tO be
over-simplified. A quotation,from the "Teacher's Guide"
to the kit follows:
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The specific purpose of this kit is te present
stmlents with a realistic archeological (sic]
problem, the interpretation of a prehistoric lndian
site, and to guide them through the solution of
this problem Included in the kit are replicas of
actual artifacts typically found at certain pre-
historic. sites ht the midwestern seetion of the U.S.;
realistic archeological maps of the site and slide.s of
archeological fieldwork; and reports describing the
excavation of the site end the findings that were
made. To equip smdents with thc concepts and
skills necessary to interpret the site,a handbook is
included in the kit explaining the basic approach



to anthropological and archeological research.
(Spector, 19742-p. 2)

The basic procedure is that half the class at a time

uses the manuals, transparencies (maps of sites 'and
burials), artifact replicas, and slides of an actual excava:
tion, to analyze a theoretical archaeological site. In the
course of working with the kit, they are eXposed to

seven specific areas of archaeological research; a report
of their Cindings from each area is submitted.

General site description and ofcaration procedure.
The students are given pertinent information on the
location of the site and the methods employed for
excavation. They are then asked to hypothesize about
what they might expect to find.

Artifacts. Qiven a collection of 45 artifact replicas,
the students are asked to determine their nature, based
upon their form and where on the site they were found.

Houses. The students a're required to determine
shapes and locations or houses, what activitieS (cooking,
tool-making, and the like) occurred in what parts, and to
donstruct a model of a house using natural materials,

Features. Through an analysis or pits, the students
must draw hypotheses on the nature of activities which

centered on each pit.
Village Burials. Information is given by means of

maps and the manuais about age at death, sex, material

found with the body, burial position, and location on
the site. Students are required to hypothesize on the
population as a whole, the health ,of the people, the
religious beliefs and ritual life, and the social, political,
and economic structure of the community.

Burial Mownl. The students are asked to draw the
same types of conclusions from a single burial mound as
they did from tLe individual burials.

Animal and plant remains. From the types of plant
and animal remains described, students determine such
things as diet of the people, the level of technology, and
environment at the time the site was occupied.

Students gain practical experience in teaching

archaeology when they are assigned the position of field

director, an innovation I added to the suggestions made
by Spector. Students are selected to lead the laboratory
investigations in terms of tibility and interest: The field

director is assigned the task of organizing the lab by
deciding which group of students is Jesponsible for
which of the seven reports (each group completes from

one to three reports). In order to perform their duties
effectively, the field directors receive prior instruction
from the instructor about how to use theNasco kit and
what the lab requirements are, but from that point on
the directors have complete organizing authority.
Reports on each of the seven areas are submitted to tl

field diredors, who organi'ze them and submit the final

site report to the instructor.

In conclusion, the students' responsibilities in the
archaeology section of this introductory course may be
summarized as follows:

I. Textbook readings; participation in discussions.
II. Journal article reviews; three reviews (for the

entire course) from 'assorted professional journals are
required of each student,

III. Lab requirements: (a) field reports; (b) participa-
tion in a symposium involving both lab groups and the
instructor for a discussion of lab results.

IV..Examinations: (1)one in-class exam covering class
discussions and textbook readings; (b) one take-home
final exam covering the theoretical aspects of archaeol-
ogy.

Reactions from students who took the course were
very favorable. They expressed great enthusiasm for the
methods used in conducting the course. Absenteeism
was extremely low. Their performance on exams was
very gratifying to me.

Further information concerning the Nasco kit may be
oht: ined from Nasco, Fort Atkinson WI 53538, or
Mot esto CA 95352.

PROFESSIONAL NEWS

PROPOSED CAE SYMPOSIUM
Proposed CAE Symposium: Northeastern Anthro-

pological Association Meetings, 25-27 March 1976,

Wesleyan University, Middletown, Connecticut 06457.

Title: Anthropology and the DePelopment of

BilinguallMulticultural Materials for French and

Portuguese in American Educatimial Programs.
Organizer/Moderator: Perer Woolfson, Department of
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Anthropology, University of Vermont, Burlington,

Vermont 05401.
Participants: Anne Woolfson, Academic Coordinator,

Bilingual/Bicultural Program, Vermont Teacher Corps;
Robert Paris,Director,,Northeast Materials.Development
Center for French and Portuguese, Bedford NCI; Don

Dugas, Bilin g ua 1 Bicultural Specialist, Northeast



Materials Development Center for French .and PortU-

guese, Bedford NH.
Abstract: After a brief presentation by staff members

from the Northeast Material!: .Ileveloment Center, the
discussion will revolve around the possible contributions
anthropologists can Make to the process of identifying,
acquiring, evaluating, cataloging, revising, developing,

producing, editing, and completing bilingual/multi-

cultural materials for French and Portuguese to be used

in American, educational programs, especially for

elementary and secondary schools, teacher training
programs, and community inforMation.

CAE BY-LAWS
A copy of the CAE By-Laws may be had free of

charge by Writing the Secretary-Treasurer of the Council.

PUBLICATIONS
I Ed. Note: This section of the Quarterly has been revised in order to assist libraries mid

CAI.: members to .develop a colitimmusly updated bibliography in anthropology and

educatiim by means Of annotated references which have lug been included in the Burnet t

ct al. Anthropology and Education: Annotated Bibliogmphie Guide, nor in previous

issues of the CAE Quarterly. Air additioial section will list niaterials useful in teaching

an thropology.

Teaching Anthropology

Caiden, Courtney B. "Problems for Education:

Language as Cuniculum Content and Learning

Environment." In Haugen and Bloomfield (eds.)

Language as a Mown Probkm, 1973.
Communicative competence requires a knowledge of
language and of the social world in which it must be
used. Evidence shows that grammatical performance is

dependent upon implicit grammatical knpwledge. not
on explicit teaching. Using language successfully as
curriculum content requires the design of a particular
kind of environment where the contrast between

language as curriculum content and as learning environ-

ment is reduced.

Cordasco, Francesco and Eugene Bucchioni. The

Puerto Rican Community and Its Children rni the
Mainland. Metuchen NJ: Scarecrow Press, 1972.

This book of 39 articles is designed to serve as a

sourcebook _for teachers of Puerto Rican children.

Topics of discussion include selected aspects of Puerto

Rican culture, the Puerto Rican family, acculturation

and conflicts associated with migration to the United

States, and problems of Puerto Rican children in

American schools. Also presented are some, summary

figures on Puerto Rican society. Extensive biblio-

graphic information is also included.

_ yn n e s on .Thomas, Pre7Collegiate.... Anthropology:

Trends and Materials. Anthropology Curriculum
Project, University of Georgia,1975.

This is an excellent summary of the development of
anthropological curricula and materials since W.W.II. It
should prove to be a good sourcebook for 'teachers.
Descriptions of various anthropology projects are

provided as well as lists of materials and bibliogniphies.

Fobes', Jacqueline. A Papago Boy and Ms Friends
(trans. Felieia Nunez; illus. Ted DeGrazia) Tucson
AZ: Impresora Sahuaro, 1975.

This bilingual reader describes a week in the life ,of a
Papago Indian boy. The Papago, third largest Native
American tribe, in the U.S., is often overlooked by
teachers because there are so few materials written for
children about the Papago.

Schmidt, Nancy J. Children's Books oil Africa and
Their Athors: Aa Annotated Bibliography. New
York: Africana, 1975.

A bibliugraphy of 837 children's hooks on Africa,
publishe I from the 1870s to 1973 in the United

States, :tirope, and Africa, with descriptive and critical
annotarons.

SchmiCt, Nancy J. Bibliographies for Teaching Children
Abcut Subsaharan Africa. ERIC Publication No.

138, 1975.
Selected .subject and grade level bibliographies for

elementary and secondary_ school _teachers, plus an
evaluation of entries on Africa in children's encyclo-
pedias.
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Stout, D. B. San Bias Oma Acculturation: An Introduc-
tion. New York: Viking Fund Pubns, in Anthro-

pology No. 9, 1947.
Discussion of the process and consequences ofaccultura-

tion. Five islands in the San Blas Archiepelago that have

experienced different contact situations and represent

different levels of aL,7ult lira lion are e.xamined in terms of

agencies of acculturation and their effects on material

and non-material cultural elements. InCludes a brief
history of formal educytional efforts in the area as well

as some of its consequences on traditional life.

Turner, Shirley. Juan and Three Hummingbirds.

Tucson'AZ: Impresora Sahuaro, 1975.
An account of Cortes' conquest of the Aztecs from
two viewpoints-- Juan, a pageboy traveling withsCortes,

and Three Hummingbirds, -an Aztec boy living in what
is, now Mexico City...17 -Ire are excellent ethnographic
descriptions of Aztec life presented in a readable

fashion., for intermediate grades. Supplementary notes
to teachers are available with classroom sets.

Young. Phillip P. Ngawbe Tradition and Change Among
'the Weswrn!Guaymi of Panama. Urbana IL: Univ. of

Illinois, 1971.
Ethnographic account of thc Yuayini of Panama.
Emphasizes the interrelationships between economy and

social organization, and the particular conditions in this

contact situation that have contributed to hie economic

and social stability of the area. Briefly illustrates how

the lack of formal educational facilities has contributed

to this insulation of traditional culture.

AnthropoloOcal Siudy of Education

Ahler, Janet G. "A Cross-Cultural Comparison of

Meaning Ascribed to Social Studies Concepts.
Ph.D. dissertation, University of Missouri, Columbia

MO, 1975;
The purpose of this study was to determine if there

were patterned .differences between a group of cul-
turally similar American Indian high school students

and a group of white Amelican.high school students in

ascribing meaning to 20 selected social studies con-

cepts. 1Mpetus for the researcb was provided by the

practical problem of apparent widespread failure

among American Indian's in high school social studies

courses and by the theoretical proposition that culture

influences, the use and understanding of a language.

The study was conducted on members of the Devils
Lake Sioux tribe and White high school students from

the same locality in North Dakota. Through item
analysis :md factor analysis of interview schedule data,

intra-cultural variation was found among the Indian

students. The semantic differential technique was used

to measure subjective meaning. Factor, analyses and

subsequent analyses of variance of these data indicate

that substantial subjective meaning differences exist
between the Indians and the whites, but that negligible

differences occur between the traditional and accul-

turated Indians.

Agger. Robert E. and Marshall N. Goldstein. Who Will

Rule the Schools: A Cultural Class Crisis. Belmont

CA: Wadsworth, 1971.
Public expectations about schools form the general

topic of analysisjjiilhis study of public attitudes and

educationa1...4 hulking. Comparing reactions to

Jocal examples of educatkinal innovation in several

Oregon communities, the authors examine what impact

"eu;.ural class" variables may have on public opinion.

Anderson, C. Arnold, L. Gray Cowan, S. N.
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Eisensdadt, et al. Post-Primary Education and
Politica and Econondc Development. Durham NC:

Duke Univ. Press, 1964.
The impact of post-primary education on the political

and economic growth of developing areas forms the

central topic in this collection of articles. Sections on

the theoretical basis for understanding education's role

in development, the contributions,of American institu-

tions and foreign policy to the development of new

states, and some specific examples of tIr role of
education in pnlitical and economic development

among Asian and African natiOns are included.

Boyd, Dorothy L. "Bilingualism as an Educational

Objective." 32:3 The Educational Forum 309,
March 1968.

A brief overview of some of the problems encountered
in the education of non-English-speaking students. The

need to develop bilingual4,icultural educational pro-

grams is reiterated and some recommendations for
instituting such programs are proposed.

Fort, Jane G., Jean C. Watts, and Gerald S. Lesser.

C.I.itural Background and Learning in young

Ch.ddren.- 50 Phi Delta Kappan 386, March 1969.

This article deals with the origin and implications of
ethnic differences in intellectual ability. Early child-
hood experiences, particularly the type and extent of
activity to which the child is exposed, and.differences

in genera! styles of child-rearing are suggested as influ-

ences..on ability: A brief discuson attempts to
coordinate classrooin strategies and research findings in

this subject is also included.

Havighurst, Robert J. and J. Roberto Moreira. Society

and Education iv Brazil. Pittsburgh: Univ. Of

Pittsburgh Press,,,1965.
The role of education in the modernization of Brazil is



examined in this extensive interpretation of change in
(his South American- country. Topics of discussion
include .an overview of Brazil and its people. a social
history- of the area. contemporary education and,

political and- economic development, the family and
education, the impaet of the church, and the role of
teachers and teacher-training in sociocultural change.
Prospects for the future role of education in moderni-
zation arc also offered:

Heath, G. Louis. ked, Brown and Black Demands Pr
Better Education. Philadelphil West min..,ter Press,
1972.

An Interpretation of the educational problems faced
by minority students. Included in this book are
separate sections on issues confronting educators of
American Indian, Mexican American, and Black stu-
dents, some of the economic'and political problems
facing such students, and some of the solutions
attempted in the educational 'setting to combat such
social and educational problems.

Itskoff, Seymour W. Cultural Pluralism and Ainerkan
Education. Scranton PA: International Textbook

Co., 1969.
An Essayon the impact of cultural diversity on educa-
tion in the United States. The emphasis of the discus-
sion is on demonstrating the .problems associated with
a mass society that is culturiffly diverse. Also included

is .a t!woretical discussion of the 'historical and

philosophical bases of cultural plural;sm and the

impact of cultural pluralism on educational policies
and objectives.

Jayaweera, Swarna. "Recent Trends in Educational

Expansion in Ceylon." 15;3 International Review of
Education 277, 1969.

Documentation of the expansion of educational
opportunity in Ceylon for the past quarter century.
The implications of a colonial history and post-colonial
policies on the development of the contemporary
educational system are explored. Some of the problems
of rapid educational expansion and its implications for

economic development are also included.

Maddox, James. "Education in Tepoztlan." In Hanson
and Brembeck (cds3 Education and the Develop-
ment of Nations. New York C:ty: Ilolt, Rinehart &
Winston, 1966.

This chapter examines the problem of the "cultural
gulf" between the schoolroom and the community.
particularly in terms of contrasts between rural needs
ano an urban-oriented curriculum. Included is a

description, of currkulum off_rings in the primary
schools of the area.
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MacDonald. 1-1. A. and A. II. Netherton. "Contribu-
tions of a Non-Verbal General Ability to die Educa-
tional AssessMent of Pupils in the Cross-Cultural
Setting of the Canadian North." 62 .1. of Educa-
tional Research, 315. March. 1969.

An examination of the progressive matrices of selected
sub-tests of the Metropolitan Achievement Test in

terms of their ability to assess. .the edlicational

potential of cultuially divarse students. The results
suggest that the progressive matrices are less culturally
biased than standard Metropolitan achievement tests.

Paulston, Rolland G. PoPc Schools in Social. change.
Pittsburgh: Univ. of Pittsburgh Press, 1974.

A critically annotated bibliography on educational
efforts of native peoples in the United States, Canada,
and Scandinavia. It includes a.research framework and'
guide for the study, of ethnic revival efforts and the
use of education as resistance to acculturatiOn by
indigenous groups in post-industrial societies.

Paulston, Rolland G. and Greggory LeRoy. "Strategies
of. Non-Formal Education. 76:4 Teachers,College
Record, Columbia Univ., May 1975.

Non-formal' education, as distinct from formal (school-
ing) and infornial (lifelong process of acquiring
knbwledge, skills, attitudes, and insights from daily
experiences and exposure to the environment) types of
education, is designed to provide selective types of
learning to particular sub-groups in the population. The
continued economic emphasis embodied in ecological
development schemes, and the corresponding value
placed upon non-formal education as a key means of

,rcalizing national economic development priorities,
neglects the potential for locally initiated programs to
help facilitate the aims of collective movements seeking
to negotiate new personal and collective identities and

behaviors or to altor structural arrangements in order
to alleviate specific perceived grievances.

Valentine, Charles A. and Bettylon.' "Brain Damage and
the Intellectual Defense of Inequality." 16:1 Current
Anthropology 117, March 1975.

In this.. insightful and well-documented study,. the

Valentines attack the current theories relating to the
condition of pOverty and its supposed consequences in
terms of inadequate nourishment and sociogenic brain
damage to the continued socioeconomic inequality of
specific minorities, particularly Afro-Americans. They
assert that the concept of .sociogenic brain damage itself
is consistent with both ideological and practical political'
trends which support inequality. They further suggest
thin problem-solving strategies should focus on systems
of intergroup rzlatioas,' including the self-perpetuating
class and ethnic stratification of contemporary capi-
talism rather than sociobiological constructs.
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